The papers of Stanley J. Winkelman were placed in the Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs by Mr. Winkelman in 1992 and 1993, and by his widow, Margaret W. Winkelman, in several increments between 1999 and 2002. An additional two items were added in 2014.

Stanley Jay Winkelman was born in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan on September 23, 1922 into a family of retailers. His grandfathers, Mose Winkelman and Henry Rosenblum, immigrated to the United States from Europe in the late 1800s and sold supplies to lumberjacks in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula before opening department stores in their respective communities: Winkelman’s in Manistique, Michigan and Rosenblum’s in Gladstone, Michigan.

Stanley's father, Leon Winkelman, operated a dress shop in Sault Ste. Marie, and his uncle, Isadore Winkelman, ran a men’s clothing store in Detroit. In 1928, Leon moved his family to Detroit where he and Isadore established a business at Fort Street and Junction under the name of Winkelman Brothers Apparel, Incorporated, the first of what would become a chain of ladies’ fashion specialty stores. The company became publicly owned in 1959. In 1966, the name was changed to Winkelman Stores, Inc. and its stock was listed on the American Stock Exchange.

Stanley Winkelman, the oldest of four brothers, attended public schools and received his religious education at Temple Beth El in Detroit. Beginning at the age of ten, he spent his summers washing windows, scrubbing floors, and folding cartons at the Fort Street store. In 1939, Winkelman graduated from Cooley High School and entered the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, where he majored in chemistry and pledged to Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity. That same year, Winkelman met Margaret (Peggy) Jayne Wallace, a high school junior. Peggy entered the University of Michigan in 1941, just months before the bombing of Pearl Harbor and U.S. involvement in World War II. Winkelman’s class of 1943 was the last to reach graduation without interruption by the war but, like many of his classmates, he sped up his program and graduated in February of that year. Winkelman immediately went to work on a chemical warfare research project at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena. He and Peggy were married in March of 1943 and moved to the University of California in Berkeley, then on to the University of Southern California in Los Angeles, where he was assigned to other war-related research projects.
In 1944, Winkelman accepted a commission in the Amphibious Forces of the United States Navy and served as Deck Officer and Supply and Commissary Officer on LST-384, the second-oldest LST (Landing Ship Tank) in the fleet, until his discharge in 1946. His first child, Andra, was born in 1945 while he was deployed in the Pacific, but it was another year before they would meet.

Following his discharge from the Navy, Winkelman joined the company founded by his father and uncle, Winkelman Brothers Apparel, Incorporated. He began as a general merchandise administrator, and rose through the ranks to Executive Vice President in 1960, President in 1965, and Chairman and Chief Executive Officer in 1976. In 1957, he made the first of many buying trips to Europe, and quickly developed a flare for analyzing the fashion market, forecasting trends, and adapting products to meet customer tastes. Winkelman Stores offered its shoppers imported European fashions at affordable prices and the chain rapidly grew to nearly 100 stores in Michigan, Illinois, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Winkelman retired from Winkelman Stores, Inc. in 1984, following the corporate takeover of the company by long-time competitor Milton Petrie and Petrie Stores – a takeover precipitated by the sale of company stock by Winkelman family members. The stores retained the Winkelman name, but closed in 1998. Following his retirement, Winkelman established Stanley Winkelman Associates, Inc., a management consulting firm that specialized in strategic planning. He also sat on several corporate boards, and combined his love of photography and his knowledge of the European fashion scene to become a photojournalist and a member of the working press. For twelve years he attended and photographed the European prêt-a-porter (ready to wear) designer showings each March and October, putting his opinions and photos into a column for the Observer & Eccentric Newspapers of Michigan.

Throughout his professional career and his “retirement,” Winkelman also played an active and important role in the business, civic, educational and cultural life of the City of Detroit and the State of Michigan. He served as President of the Metropolitan Affairs Corporation and as a board member of the Detroit Economic Growth Corporation, Detroit Renaissance, the Economic Alliance for Michigan, and the Greater Detroit Chamber of Commerce. Winkelman also sat on the boards of the United Foundation and United Community Services. He was a member of the Orchestra Hall Advisory Council, and was appointed Chair of the Michigan Commission on Art in Public Places by Gov. James J. Blanchard in 1986.

Winkelman was a life-long member of Temple Beth El and a leader in the Jewish as well as secular community. He served as President of the Jewish Community Council of Metropolitan Detroit and board member of the Jewish Welfare Federation and the Jewish Home for the Aged.
As an alumnus and supporter of the University of Michigan, Winkelman was a member of the President’s Club, served on the Citizen’s Advisory Committee of the University’s Dearborn campus, and established the Leon and Isadore Winkelman Chair in Retail Marketing and the Leon and Josephine Winkelman Lecture Series in Gerontology. Both he and Margaret were long-time members of the University of Michigan Friends of the Library. Winkelman also served on a number of committees at Wayne State University, including the Wayne State University Fund Executive Committee and the Wayne State Press Advisory Board.

Perhaps most prominent was Winkelman’s commitment to fairness and social justice. He was appointed to the Detroit Commission on Community Relations by Mayor Jerome Cavanaugh in 1962, and in 1963, called upon the Detroit Board of Education to hire more black teachers. Following the Detroit riots of 1967, when many businesses left the city, Winkelman kept his family’s stores in Detroit and was instrumental in the founding and shaping of New Detroit, Inc., the nation’s first coalition of business, community, and government leaders. He served as its chairman in 1971 and led a subcommittee investigating the Detroit Police Department in an effort to make the force more representative of and responsive to the citizens of the City of Detroit.

Winkelman received many accolades, honors, and awards during his lifetime, including the Jewish Welfare Federation’s Fred M. Butzel Memorial Award – the highest leadership honor of the Jewish Community, the Detroit Bar Association’s Liberty Bell Award, the University of Detroit’s Human Relations Award, the Mercy College “Mercy Medallion,” and the Wayne State University Builder of Detroit Award. In 1993, he was presented with a “Doctor of Humane Letters” Honorary Degree from Wayne State University.

Winkelman died of cardiac arrest on August 19, 1999. He and Margaret were the parents of three children and grandparents of seven at the time of his death.

The papers in this collection document the personal and multi-faceted professional life of Stanley J. Winkelman, as well as his extensive work as a community leader. The bulk of these papers consists of correspondence, materials arising from his organization affiliations, and records of Winkelman Stores, Inc. which were generated and collected by the founders and early officers of the company and by Stanley Winkelman throughout his thirty-eight years with the company. Materials relating to his post-retirement work and his affiliations with numerous universities and colleges are also included. A smaller portion of the collection documents milestones in Winkelman’s personal life and includes material relating to family members and family financial planning.
Important subjects covered in this collection are:
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Poverty--Michigan--Detroit
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School Integration
Social Justice
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Youth Services for Michigan--Detroit
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An index to subjects and correspondents will be found on page 78.
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Papers for Stanley J. Winkelman can also be found in the Stanley Winkelman Family Collection at the Rabbi Leo M. Franklin Archives at Temple Beth El in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.
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A number of photographs, negatives and slides of Stanley J. Winkelman, Margaret W. Winkelman, their children, family members and friends, and several miscellaneous photos, have been transferred to the Audiovisual Department of the Library, including two Winkelman family photo albums. Audio and video tapes, film, photographs, negatives and slides relating to special projects, lectures and post-retirement work have also been transferred, including numerous runway fashion photos taken by Stanley Winkelman and two photo albums of Caribbean apparel assembly workers.

Numerous photographs, negatives, slides, audio and video tapes and film relating to Winkelman Stores, Inc. have also been transferred to the Library’s Audiovisual Department, including photographs of stores, store executives, and company and store events, as well as recorded travel commentaries, and a film documentary on the history of the company.
Series I
Correspondence, 1957-1998
Boxes 1-3

This series contains correspondence relating to Winkelman’s professional and personal life and reflects his dealings with business associates, corporate and civic leaders, city, state and federal officials, foreign dignitaries, members of the media, artists, fashion designers, international friends and associates, personal friends and family. The line between professional and personal correspondence is often blurred as business associates frequently became personal friends over time. Winkelman was a prolific correspondent and remembered friends and acquaintances with lengthy messages at every occasion. His communications are often filled with discussions of world events and social issues and chronicle his own activities, travels, interests and concerns. Correspondence in this series consists of letters both written and received. The bulk of the letters are arranged alphabetically and then in chronological order. Copies of correspondence between May 1985 and March 1988 are also arranged chronologically. In addition to general correspondence files, Winkelman maintained files for certain groups of individuals, and original order has been retained as much as possible. Many files throughout the collection also contain subject-specific correspondence. An Index of selected correspondents is located at the end of the Finding Aid.

Box 1

1. Correspondence; General, A, 1958-1996
2. Correspondence; General, Ba-Bl, 1968-1992
3. Correspondence; General, Bo-Bu, 1968-1993
4. Correspondence; General, Ca-Coo, 1964-1994
5. Correspondence; General, Cor-Cu, 1964-1995
6. Correspondence; General, D, 1968-1997
7. Correspondence; General, E, 1968-1988
8. Correspondence; General, F, 1961-1996
9. Correspondence; General, G, 1961-1995
10. Correspondence; General, H, 1971-1997
11. Correspondence; General, I, J, 1979-1995
12. Correspondence; General, K, 1964-1992
13. Correspondence; General, L, 1971-1997
14. Correspondence; General, Ma-Me, 1968-1998
15. Correspondence; General, Mi-My, 1973-1996
16. Correspondence; General, N, 1968-1994
17. Correspondence; General, O, 1979-1990
18. Correspondence; General, P, 1968-1996
19. Correspondence; General, Ra-Ri, 1966-1988
20. Correspondence; General, Ro-Ru, 1964-1994
21. Correspondence; General, Sa-Sc, 1964-1995
22. Correspondence; General, Se-Sm, 1964-1998
23. Correspondence; General, So-Sz, 1963-1995
Box 2

1. Correspondence; General, T, 1968-1992
2. Correspondence; General, U V, 1957-1988
3. Correspondence; General, W, 1964-1996
4. Correspondence; General, Y Z, 1969-1987
5. Correspondence; General, May, 1985
6. Correspondence; General, May-June, 1986
7. Correspondence; General, July-August, 1986
8. Correspondence; General, September-October, 1986
9. Correspondence; General, November-December, 1986
10. Correspondence; General, January-February, 1987
11. Correspondence; General, March-April, 1987
12. Correspondence; General, May-June, 1987
13. Correspondence; General, July-August, 1987
14. Correspondence; General, September-October, 1987
15. Correspondence; General, November-December, 1987
16. Correspondence; General, January-February, 1988
17. Correspondence; General, March, 1988
18. Correspondence; Ambassadors and Foreign Dignitaries, 1972-1987
19. Correspondence; Artists, 1982-1989
20. Correspondence; Automotive Executives, 1968-1995
21. Correspondence; Bibliophiles, 1960-1997
22. Correspondence; Designers, 1958-1997
23. Correspondence; Detroit, City Government, Council and City Officials, 1962-1984
24. Correspondence; Detroit, City Government, Mayors, 1962-1986
26-27. Correspondence; Judges (County, State and Federal), 1963-1995

Box 3

1. Correspondence; Media, 1960-1995
2-7. Correspondence; Michigan, State Govt., Governors, 1960-1995
8. Correspondence; Michigan, State Govt., Legislators, 1974-1995
9. Correspondence; Michigan, State Govt., Officers and Officials, 1972-1988
10. Correspondence; Religious Leaders, 1966-1995
11. Correspondence; Union Leaders, 1962-1998
12. Correspondence; U.S. Govt., Administration Officials, 1965-1993
15. Correspondence; U.S. Govt., Presidents and Vice Presidents, 1960-1993
Series II
Winkelman Stores, Inc. (Winkelman Brothers Apparel, Incorporated), 1928-1998
Boxes 3-17

This series contains the records of Winkelman Stores, Inc. /Winkelman Brothers Apparel, Incorporated, and consists of materials dating from its establishment in 1928 until June 1984, when Stanley Winkelman retired following the company’s acquisition by Milton J. Petrie and Petrie Stores, Inc. Subsequent correspondence and publicity dating to 1998 is also included. Files contain historical materials, corporate records, performance data, publicity, press releases, extensive handwritten notes, and detailed records of all company planning, programs and operations. Of particular interest is the Pradco Management Practices Inventory completed by Winkelman in 1983. His handwritten responses provide great insight into his early home life, ambitions, influences, and perceived attributes and shortcomings. Also of interest are Winkelman’s personal notes and background information on the corporate transition of Winkelman Stores to Petrie, and the Winkelman family stock sale that led to the corporate takeover. Files are arranged alphabetically by subject.

Box 3

17. Acquisition Considerations; Midwest Fur Co., 1969-1975
18. Acquisition Considerations; Touraine Stores, Inc., 1962-1964
19. Acquisitions; Correspondence, 1964-1978
20. Adler, Marvin vs. WSI; Correspondence and Deposition Transcript, 1984-1985
21. Anniversaries—20th (1948); Opinion and schedule, 4-4-47
22. Anniversaries—21st (1949); Drafts of Promotional Material, n.d.
23. Anniversaries—25th (1953); Planning, Publicity and Promotions, 1952-1953
25. Anniversaries—40th (1968); Planning, Publicity and Promotions, 1966-1968
26. Anniversaries—50th (1978); Planning, Publicity and Promotions, 1978
30. Annual Shareholders Meeting; Agendas, Minutes and Background Material, 5-16-84
32. Articles of Incorporation [Restated], 5-18-76
33. Assistant Buyer Seminar Program, 1979-1980
34. Automated Allocation System; Description, 1-26-84
35. Automated Distribution System; Proposed Procedure, 12-20-82
37. Board of Directors; Guidelines and Structure, 1974, 1977-1984
Box 4

1. Board of Directors Meetings, 1974-1975
2. Board of Directors Meetings, 1976
3. Board of Directors Meetings, 1977-1978
4. Board of Directors Meetings, 1979
5. Board of Directors Meetings, 1980
6. Board of Directors Meetings, 1981
7-10. Board of Directors Meetings, 1982
11-12. Board of Directors Meetings, 1983
13. Board of Directors Meetings, 1-17-84 and 3-8-84
14-15. Board of Directors Meeting—Transition to Petrie, 5-16-84
16. Buyer and Merchandise Manager Meetings, 1980
18. By-Laws [As Amended], 1976, 1983
20. California Market—Resident Buyers; Correspondence, 1972-1980
21. Casual Corner, 1976
22. Catalogs; Christmas 1981—Three-Week Results, 1981
23. Catalogs; Christmas 1982—Planning and Three-Week Results, 1982
24. Catalogs; Christmas 1983—Planning and Three-Week Results, 1983

Box 5

1. Chicago Development; Meeting Summaries and Correspondence, 1974-1981
2. Chicago Markets; Clothing—Women’s Apparel Studies, 1981
3. Chicago Markets; Data Reports, Chicago Tribune, 1973
4. Chicago Markets; Data Reports, Metropolitan Area Survey, 1964
5. Chicago Media; Advertising Schedule, Circulars and Reports, 1983-1984
7. Chicago Stores; Intimate Apparel Performance, 1980
8. China National Textiles (ChinaTex); Correspondence, Notes and Contacts, n.d., 1978-1983
9. China Trips; Reports, 1981-1982
11. Closing (Final); Clippings, 1998
12. Compensation Committee Meetings, 1971-1978
13. Compensation Committee Meetings, 1979-1984
14. Conflict of Interest Policy; Memo and Questionnaire, 1980, 1982
15. Congratulatory Letters to Stanley J. Winkelman (SJW); Executive Vice-Presidency, 1960; Presidency, 1965; Chairmanship, 1976
16. Connor Termination (Tokyo), 1977
17. Consumer Surveys (Proposed); Memos and Notes, 1976
18. Continental Purchasing Co., Paris (Odette Guigue); Agreement and Correspondence, 1958-1984
22. Credit Trends; Credit Analyses and Reports, 1980-1984
23. Customer Profile and Merchandise Strategy (Preliminary), 1982
24. Customers; Correspondence, 1982-1984
25. Daily Flash (Time) Reports, June 1984
26. Demographic Analyses, 1960, 1970, 1980: Dearborn, Michigan Area (Fairlane Mall); Sterling Heights, Michigan Area (Lakeside Mall); Detroit, Michigan Area
27. Demographic Comparisons, 1979: Ann Arbor, Michigan Area (Briarwood Mall); Kalamazoo, Michigan Area (Cross Roads Mall); Benton Harbor, Michigan Area (Orchards Mall); Ft. Wayne, Indiana Area (Glenbrook Mall)
28. Departments; New Classics—Merchandise, 1983
29. Departments; Department Z—Planning, 1980-1981
30. Detroit Concert Band; Correspondence and Program, 1979
32. Directors’ Supplemental Retirement Benefits Plan; Proposals and Agreement, 1979-1983
33. EDP 7-Yr. Master Plan, 9-21-82 [Rev. 2-1-83]
34. Employees; College Graduate Employment Summary, 1982
35. Employees; Contributions, 1977, 1983
36. Employees; Correspondence, 1977-1984
37. Employees; Disability Expenditures Summaries, 1982-1983
38. Employees; Employment Activity Reports, 1981-1982
40. Employees; Insurance and Benefits Annual Review, 1979-1982
41. Employees; Organization and Minorities Reports, 1982-1984
42. Employees; Payroll Deduction Program, Correspondence, 1982
43. Employees; Tax Deductible Contributions (IRA), 1981
44. Employees; Turnover Reports, 1982-1984
45. Employees Pension Plan [Amended and Restated], 2-4-76 (SEE ALSO – Pension Plan)
46. Employees Pension Plan (3rd Amendment), 1-20-72
47. Employees Pension Plan; Actuarial Evaluations, 1981-1984
48. Employees Pension Plan Trust; Amendment and Restatement, 1976
49. Employees Pension Trust; Trustees Reports (Annual and Semi-Annual), 1979-1981
50. Employees Pension Trust; Trustees Reports (Annual and Semi-Annual), 1982-1984
Box 6

1. Employees Pension Trust Summaries, 1981-1984
2. Equal Opportunity Award; Acceptance Speech, 1972
3. Equipment; Manufacturers Hanover Leasing Corp., Lease Agreement, 1983
5. Executive Committee meetings; Character of Business and Expansion, 1964-1973
6. Executive Committee meetings; Character of Business and Expansion, 1974-1977
8. Executive Employment Agreements, 1982
10. Expansion—Minneapolis; Correspondence and Comments, 1975-1976
11. Expansion—Minneapolis; Studies, 1975-1976
13. Finance Committee; Roster, Meetings and Reports, 1974-1983
15. Financial Analysts Meeting (Cleveland), 1972
16. Financial Analysts Meeting (Detroit), 1973
17. Financial Analysts Meeting (Detroit), 1976
19. Financial Analysts Meetings (Los Angeles and San Francisco), 1976
21. Financial Statements; Evaluations and Reports, 1948-1968
22. Fobus Foreign Buying Service, Italy (Tayar Brothers); Agreement and Correspondence, 1963-1983
23. Goals Meetings, 1974-1976
24-25. Goodman, Stanley (Consultant); Meetings, Notes and Memos, 1977
26-27. Goodman, Stanley; Meetings, Notes and Memos, 1978
28-29. Goodman, Stanley; Meetings, Notes and Memos, 1979
30. Goodman, Stanley; Meetings, Notes and Memos, 1980

Box 7

1. Goodman, Stanley; Meetings, Notes and Memos, 1981-1984
2. *Here and There*; Contacts, Memos and Subscription Forms, 1982-1983
3-4. Historical Data, 1928-1979
5-6. History; Character of the Business (Philosophy), n.d., 1950-1986
7. History; Character of the Business, Supporting Literature
9. History; Employee Weekly Bulletins, n.d., 1929
10. Hong Kong; Trip Summary, 1984
11. Interview—Detroit News, 2-22-83
14. Jean Judge Associates; Correspondence and Consumer Research, 1975-1982
18. Leases; Reports, 1976-1983
19. Leases; Summary, 1-29-55
22. Loans; Equitable General Insurance Company, Agreement and Correspondence, 1977
23. Management Development; Continuing Management Development Program, 1975-1977
24. Management Development; Management By Objectives (MBO) Proposals, 1977
25. Management Development; MBO Seminar, 1977
29. Management Practices Inventory (Pradco Management Psychologists); SJW Assessment Worksheets, Notes and Correspondence, 1983
30. Manufacturers; Meeting Summaries and Correspondence, 1947, 1965-1983
31. Manufacturers; Cocktail Reception, 1981
32. Margolis, Leon (Merchandising and Management Counsel); Reports, 1974-1975
34. Market Research Focus Groups, 1977
35. Marketing Science Institute, 1981

Box 8

1. Media Analysis Presentation (Duke Marx), 1978
3. Merchandata; Merchandising Systems Presentation, 1980
5. Merchandise and Operations Bulletins, 1982-1984
6. Merchandise Inspection Project, 1974
7. Merchandise Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-28-67
8. Merchandise Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-27-73
10. Merchandise Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-25-75
11. Merchandise Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-28-78
12. Merchandise Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-27-79
13. Merchandise Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-26-80
15. Merchandise Statements—Today Stores; 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-26-80
18. Merchandising Staff Meetings, 1983-1984
20. Merchants Meetings; Agendas, 1983
22. MIS Committee, 1981-1982
23. MIS Committee, 1983-1984
27. Nigel French Enterprises; Correspondence, 1976-1982
29. Objectives Meetings, 1983
30. Objectives Meetings, 1984
31. Officers; Employment History, 1984
32. Officers; King, I. (Sr. V.P. Human Resources and Organization), Meetings, 1983-1984

Box 9

1. Officers; Kintigh, W. (Sr. V.P., Treasurer), Meetings, 1981-1984
2. Officers; Leonetti, R. P. (Sr. V.P. Store Planning and Presentation), Meetings, 1983-1984
3. Officers; Mascolo, L. (Sr. V.P., Director of Stores), Meetings, 1984
4-5. Officers; Monro, J. (Exec. V.P. Merchandising), Meetings, 1982-1985
6-7. Officers; Vinci, A. J. (President, COO), Meetings, 1980-1984
8. Officers and Division Mgrs.; Profit/Productivity Suggestions, 1976
9. Officers and Division Mgrs. Meeting, 5-13-80
10. Officers and Division Mgrs. Meeting, 11-9-83
14. Operating Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-25-69
15. Operating Statements, 5-Wk. Period Ending 1-31-70
16. Operating Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-30-71
17. Operating Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-29-72
18. Operating Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-27-73
19. Operating Statements, 4-Wk. Period Ending 1-26-80
20. Orchestra Hall (Detroit)—$1,000,000 Gift, 1988
Box 10

1. Pension Committee; Future Planning, 1982
2. Pension Committee; Stein Roe Meetings, 1981
3. Pension Committee Meetings, 1979-1982
4. Pension Committee Meetings, 1983-1984
5. Pension Plan (Working Copy), 2-1-76 (SEE ALSO – Employee Pension Plan)
7. Pension Plan; Summary of Investments (Strong-Corneliuson), 1982-1984
8. Pension Plan Advisors; Strong-Corneliuson Capital Management, Agreement, 1982
11. Pension Planning, 1979
12. Performance; Articles and Clippings, 1951-1984
13. Performance Merit Review Program, 1979
14. Performance Reports, April 1984
15. Performance Reports, May 1984
16. Petrie, Milton; Correspondence, Meeting Summaries and Notes, 1983-1984, 1987
17. Petrie, Milton; Meeting and Discussion Summaries, 1982-1984
18. Petrie, Milton/Petrie Stores; Publicity, 1976-1994
22. Petrie Stores; Discussions with Michael Boyle, Jan. 21-22, 1983
23. Petrie Stores; Meeting with Sandy Lewis and Stuart Shapiro, 7-29-82
24. Petrie Stores; Meeting with Peter Solomon (Lehman Brothers), 6-11-82
25. Petrie Stores; Meetings, Memos and Reports, May 1983
26. Petrie Stores; Meetings, Memos and Reports, June 1983

Box 11

1. Petrie Stores; Quarterly Earnings and Research Comments, 1983-1984
2. Petrie Stores; Real Estate Matters, 1983-1984
4. Petrie Stores; SEC Schedule 13D, 1983
5. Petrie Stores; WSI Corporate Takeover, 1982-1998
6. Petrie Stores; WSI Corporate Takeover—Background, 1982
7-9. Petrie Stores; WSI Corporate Transition—Meetings, Correspondence, Agreements, Notes and Reports, 1983-1984
11. Petrie Stores; WSI Store Closings and Lease Transfers, 1983
15. Petrie Stores/WSI; Sales and Earnings Comparisons, 1981-1984
16. Pittsburgh; Area Data, 1961-1962
17. Pittsburgh; McKeesport Store, 1963-1964, 1968
18. Pittsburgh; Northway Store, 1962-1964
19. Pittsburgh Stores; Objectives and Follow-up Schedule, 1963
23. Positioning Meetings, 1982-1983
24. Positioning Reports, 1984

**Box 12**

3. Publicity; Reader Responses to Editorial, 1970
4. Real Estate; Expansion and Acquisitions, 1980-1984
5. Remodeled Stores, 1984-1985
6. Remodeled Stores; Productivity, 1972-1975
8. Retirement (SJW); Clippings, Press Release and Employee Bulletin, April 1984
9. Retirement (SJW); Correspondence, 1984
10. Retirement Party for A. Vinci, Board of Directors and Officers, 5-15-84
11. Retirement Party for SJW, 6-1-84
12. Reviews; Chicago/Ohio, 2nd Quarter, July-Aug. 1982
13. Reviews; Christmas, 1981
14. Reviews; Christmas, 1982
15. Reviews; Christmas, 1983
16. Reviews; Monthly, 1981 (Feb.-April, Oct.-Dec.)
17. Reviews; Monthly, 1982 (Jan.-Dec.)
19. Reviews; Monthly, 1984 (Jan.-Feb.)
22. Reviews; Quarterly—Advertising, 1982
23. Reviews; Quarterly—Advertising, 1983
24. Reviews; Quarterly—Operating, 1979
Box 13

1-4. Reviews; Quarterly—Operating, 1981
5-8. Reviews; Quarterly—Operating, 1982
9-11. Reviews; Quarterly—Operating, 1983
13. Sales; Mandev Training Corp., Correspondence, 1980
15. Sales Promotion Meetings, 1983
16. Sales Promotion Meetings, 1984
17. Sales Promotion Planning, 4th Quarter, 1980
18. Sales Promotion Planning, 2nd Quarter, 1984
19. Sales Promotion Planning, 3rd Quarter, 1984

Box 14

1. Sales Promotions; General, 1965-1982
2. Sales Promotions; Fall, 1981
3. Sales Promotions; Spring and Summer, 1982
4. Sales Promotions; Spring Suits, 1983
5. Sales Promotions; Winter and Spring, 1984
6. Sales Promotions; Fall (Internal Event), 1984
8. Schwartz, Alan; Correspondence and Meeting Summaries, 1980-1982
10. Simon, Erwin S., Correspondence, 1969-1984
11. Special Events; Annual Cultural Center Open House, 1972-1983
12. Special Events; Art Exhibitions and Programs, 1957-1965
13. Special Events; Art Exhibitions and Programs, 1966-1970
14. Special Events; Art Exhibitions and Programs, 1971-1976
15. Special Events; Art Exhibitions and Programs, 1977-1981
16. Special Events; Japanese Prints Exhibition, 1970
17. Special Store Programs (17 Stores), 1971-1972
Speeches by SJW (SEE – Speeches, Series IX)
20. Statistics; Monthly Key Factors Reports, 1984
25. Store Expenses; Dayton Hudson Shopping Centers, 1976-1979
26. Store Location Guides
28. Store Manager Meetings, 1979
29. Store Manager Meetings, 1980
30. Store Manager Meetings, 1981
31. Store Manager Meetings, 1982
32. Store Manager Meetings, 1983
33. Store Visits; Chicago, 1973-1980
34. Store Visits; Michigan, 1976, 1982-1983
35. Stores; Flint (#21), 1952-1969
37. Stores; Flint, Closing, 1969

Box 15

1. Stores; Saginaw (#35), 1959-1974
3. Stores; Saginaw, Ten-year Statistics Report, 7-5-63
4. Stores; Year-End Projections (Fenton, Jefferson, Oakman), Jan 1974
8. Strategic Planning; Long Term Corporate Control Planning, 1980-1982
10. Strategic Planning Meetings, 9-28-82 and 11-22-83
12. Style Chic, Inc.; Legal Matter, 1982
13. Style Test Results, 1984
14. Taubman, A. Alfred; Meetings, Memos and Correspondence, 1972-1984
15. The Taubman Co.; Store Leases, Correspondence, Notes and Memos, 1973-1983, 1994
17. Thal’s Stores; Accounting Systems Changeover, 1968-1970
18. Thal’s Stores; Acquisition Negotiations, 1967-1968, 1970
19. Thal’s Stores; Advertisements, 1969
20. Thal’s Stores; Advertising, Merchandising and Market Research, 1968-1973
21. Thal’s Stores; Board of Directors Meetings, 1968
22. Thal’s Stores; Corporate Documents, 1968
23. Thal’s Stores; Dayton (OH) Mall Remodeling, 1968-1970
24. Thal’s Stores; Integration, 1971-1972
25. Thal’s Stores; Organization, 1960-1970
26. Thal’s Stores; Personnel, 1968-1970
28. Thal’s Stores; Reviews, Monthly, 1970-1972
29. Thal’s Stores; Reviews, 2nd Quarter, 1970-1971
30. Thal’s Stores; Reviews, 3rd Quarter, 1969-1971
31. Thal’s Stores; Reviews, 4th Quarter, 1969-1970
33. Unions; Winkelman Brothers Apparel, Incorporated and Teamsters Local Union No. 299 Agreement (Draft), 1965
34. University of Michigan; 1972 Study of Detroit Area Businesses, 1974
35. Valuation Analysis (Merrill Lynch White Weld Capital Markets Group); Correspondence and Analysis Report, 1980-1981

Box 16

1. Very Special People (VSP); Dinners, 1958, 1966-1979
2. VSP; Dinners, 1980-1983
3. Visual Presentation Meetings, 1983
4. Volet, Andy (Fashion Merchandise Director); Notes and Memos, 1979-1982
5. Warehouse—Parsons Street Property, 1973-1975
7. Weekly Accounting Reports (WAR), 1982-1984
8. WAR Database, 1981
9. Windows; Monthly Merchandise Theme Reports, 1982-1984
10. Windows; Notes and Memos, 1978
12. Winkelman Brothers Apparel (WBA) Foundation; Cash Management Records, 1974-1985
13. WBA Foundation; Contributions Budget, 1981-1984
14-15. WBA Foundation; Correspondence, 1958-1986
16. WBA Foundation; Investments, 1973-1985
17. WBA Foundation; Minutes, 1978-1985
18. WBA Foundation; 990 Tax Forms with Annual Reports, 1969-1975
19. WBA Foundation; 990 Tax Forms with Annual Reports, 1976-1979
20. WBA Foundation; 990 Tax Forms with Annual Reports, 1980-1985
21. WBA Foundation; Trust Agreement, 12-31-53
22. Winkelman, Isadore (Co-Founder); Employment Agreement, Notes and Correspondence, 1969-1978
25. WSI Stock; Acquisition Alternatives Report, 2-20-80
26. WSI Stock; Contracting Stockholders Agreements, 1948, 1951
27. WSI Stock; Control Analyses, 1974-1975, 1982
28. WSI Stock; Corporate Stockholders, Background Information for, 1981
29. WSI Stock; Dividends Analyses, 1975, 1979-1982
30. WSI Stock; Employee Stock Purchase Agreement Information, 1964, 1966
31. WSI Stock; Employees Profit Sharing Plan Reports, 1965, 1967
33. WSI Stock; Purchase Agreements (Isadore Winkelman and Leon G. Winkelman), 1950s
34. WSI Stock; Purchase Agreements (SJW), 1952, 1955, 1959
35. WSI Stock; SEC Forms 10-K, 1-25-75, 1-28-84
Box 17

1. WSI Stock; SEC Registration Statements—Amendments to Form S-8, 1976, 1978
2. WSI Stock; SEC Registration Statements—Forms S-8 and S-16, 1977
6. WSI Stock Split and AMEX Listing; Listing Application, Publicity and Shareholder Meeting Materials, 1966
7. Working Woman Television Campaign, 1983
Series III
Post-Retirement Business and Professional Activities, 1984-1998
Boxes 17-19

Files in this series contain materials relating to Winkelman’s professional activities following his retirement from Winkelman Stores, Inc. The series is divided into three subseries.


This subseries contains the records of Stanley Winkelman Associates, Inc., the management consulting firm established by Winkelman in 1984 which specialized in strategic planning. Files include materials relating to the daily operations of SWA, as well as information on SWA clients and the contacts and services performed on their behalf. A large portion of this subseries consists of files relating to Winkelman’s consulting role with Coopers & Lybrand and its efforts to increase labor-intensive apparel manufacturing in the Caribbean as part of the second phase of the U.S. Government’s Project Development Assistance Program (PDAP II). Files are arranged alphabetically by subject and client name.

Box 17

8. Assumed Name/Banking Information, 1985
9. CompuCo (Library-Master Software); Correspondence, Notes and Articles, 1986-1991
10. Computer Leasco; Correspondence and Corporate Information, 1990-1992
11. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Background, March-July, 1985
12. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Caribbean Visit—Comments and Contacts, 1985
13. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Client Prospects, 1-16-86
14. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Contact Sheets, 1985-1986
15. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Contacts, Jan.-June 1985
16. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Contacts, July-Dec. 1985
17. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Contacts, Clippings and Articles, Jan.-May 1986
18. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Contacts and Follow-up Letters, 1985-1986
19. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Contract, Organizational Charts and Review of Consulting Role, 1983-1985
20. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Correspondence, General, 1985-1986
21. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Hong Kong Discussion Summary, 3-6-86
22. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Invoices, 1985-1987
23-24. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Memos and Meeting Summaries, 1985-1986
25. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Progress Reports, Jan.-May, 1986
26. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); “807” Seminar, 1985
27. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); “807” Seminar, Correspondence, 1985
28. Coopers & Lybrand (PDAP II); Technical Proposal: Investment Promotion Report, 7-27-84
29. Correspondence, Notes and Miscellaneous Contacts, 1984-1995
30. Enterprise Group; Announcement, Staff Biographies and Company Overview, 1984, 1989
31. Fashion Systems Corp. (Magic Mirror); Correspondence and Corporate Information, 1985

**Box 18**

1. Income and Expense Sheets, 1989
4. Meeting Notes, 1984-1986
5. Profit-Sharing Plan Agreement, 1985
6. Seidman & Co.; Correspondence, Corporate information and Client Prospects, 1992
7. Seidman & Co.; Correspondence, Notes and Client Contacts, July 1991-April 1992
9. Southern California Advisory Group (Don Lebell); Meeting, Notes and Brochures, 1985-1987
10. Tax forms, City of Detroit, 1989
11. U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID); Billings, 1987
12. USAID; Correspondence, 1986-1987
13. USAID; Memos and Notes, 1987
15. WMB Consulting (Interactive Video Disc System Development); Correspondence, Notes and Background Information, 1984-1985
16-17. WMB Consulting; Creative Laserdisc Applications Corporation ("In-Touch Shopping"), Correspondence, Notes and Reports, 1985
Subseries B: Corporate Boards of Directors, 1984-1995, Box 18
The files in this subseries contain materials relating to Winkelman’s position as a member of several corporate boards. The bulk of these papers consist of records of Win Spot Company Limited, once a subsidiary of Winkelman Stores, in which Winkelman was a shareholder as well as board member.

Box 18
18. Ambassador Funds/Opportunity Funds (Woodbridge Capital Management); Correspondence, Reports and Financial Statements, 1989-1995
20. Real Estate One; Notes, n.d.
21. Win Spot Company Limited (Win Spot); Annual General Meeting, 2-24-86
22. Win Spot; Articles of Association (New), Draft, n.d.
23. Win Spot; Board Meetings; 2-28-84, 6-20-84, 3-2-87
24. Win Spot; Client Information, 1984-1988
25. Win Spot; Correspondence, Notes and Reports, 1983-1985
26. Win Spot; Correspondence, Notes and Reports, 1986
27. Win Spot; Correspondence, Notes and Reports, 1987-1988
29. Win Spot; Long Term Planning, 1985
30. Win Spot; Peter Shum, Employment Agreement (Draft), 6-21-83

This subseries contains material relating to Winkelman’s activities as a photojournalist and special writer for the Observer & Eccentric Newspapers (O&E) of Michigan. His activities included attending and photographing European prêt-a-porter (ready-to-wear) designer press presentations each March and October, and evaluating the collections and trends for his column. Files contain prêt-a-porter (PAP) invitations/press credentials, published articles, and several unpublished fashion manuscripts. Invitations and articles are arranged chronologically. Unpublished manuscripts are alphabetized by title. When possible, the unedited manuscript version is attached to the published article.

Box 18
32. Pret-a-Porter (PAP) Invitations/Press Credentials, Spring 1987
33. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials and Correspondence, Fall 1987
34. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Fall 1993
35. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Spring 1994
36. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Fall 1994
37. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Spring 1995
38. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Fall 1995

**Box 19**

1. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Spring 1996
2. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Fall 1996
3. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Spring 1997
4. PAP Invitations/Press Credentials, Fall 1997, Spring 1999
5. *O&E Newspapers*, 1987 (3 Articles)
   - “History Unravels Fashion’s Secrets” (ms. attached), 4-2-87
   - “Milan, Paris, London: Forecasting What’s in Store for U.S.” (ms. attached), 4-2-87
   - “Lacroix’s got it: Designer’s Influence is Seen Everywhere” (ms. attached), 10-29-87
6. *O&E Newspapers*, 1988 (5 Articles)
   - “Locals Enjoy Celebrity Bash” (ms. attached), 1-7-88
   - “When Lacroix Talks Fashion World Listens” (ms. attached), 3-10-88
   - “The Great Debate: Above or Below the Knee” (ms. attached), 3-31-88
   - “New Hemline Lengths are Slow to Catch on” (ms. attached), 8-4-88
   - “Fashions Revive Femininity” (ms. attached), 11-3-88
7. *O&E Newspapers*, 1989 (4 Articles)
   - “No More Controversy Over Skirt Lengths” (ms. attached), 2-16-89
   - “What’s Hot: Lagerfeld Takes the Lead in Surprising New Direction” (ms. attached), 3-30-89
   - “Lavish Luxury: No New Trends Shown in Paris Couture,” 8-17-89
   - “Softer Silhouette Takes Lead in Fashion” (ms. attached), 11-2-89
8. *O&E Newspapers*, 1990 (7 Articles)
   - “Couture Kings Show New Ideas for the 90s” (ms. attached), 2-15-90
   - “European Couture: Lacroix Reinstates Role as Fashion Leader” (ms. attached), 3-29-90
   - “Ethnicity Plays Role in Fashion Design” (ms. attached), 8-16-90
   - “Fashion Show Audiences as Exciting as Collections” (ms. attached), 8-16-90
   - “Leggings are a Hit with European Fashion” (ms. attached), 11-1-90
   - “Paris in the Fall – Busy,” 11-1-90
   - “Spring ’91: Short, Stretchy,” 11-8-90
   - “War, Recession Impact Couture Collections” (ms. attached), 2-7-91
“All That Glitters: Metallic Bodysuits Flashy in Paris,” 4-4-91
“War and Recession Impact on Fashion Industry” (ms. attached), 4-4-91
“London Gallery Shows 20th Century Russian Art” (ms. attached), 4-4-91
“Retailing Tries to Beat Recession” (ms. attached), 4-4-91
“The Short of It: Paris Fashion Leads the Way, Catsuit is Tops” (ms. attached), 4-4-91
“Fashion with a Dare,” 8-8-91
“Skirting the Issue: Designers Go to Any Length,” 10-31-91

10. **O&E Newspapers, 1992 (2 Articles)**
    “Lagerfeld Leads the Way for Fall ’92” (ms. attached), 4-9-92
    “Slimmed-Down Silhouette Wins Out” (ms. attached), 11-12-92

11. **O&E Newspapers, 1993 (3 Articles)**
    “Designers Try Loads of Looks for Fall” (ms. attached), 4-15-93
    “Paris Couture Collections Emphasize the Short Skirt” (ms. attached), 8-12-93
    “Young Outlook: Upbeat Clothes Dominate Collections” (ms. attached), 11-11-93

12. **O&E Newspapers, 1994 (2 Articles)**
    “Paris is Full of Surprises” (ms. attached), 4-7-94
    “Spring Takes Shape” (ms. attached), 11-10-94

13. **O&E Newspapers, 1995 (1 Article)**
    “Fashion Looks Bare the Body” (ms. attached), 11-9-95

14. **O&E Newspapers, 1996 (2 Articles)**
    “Spring Fashion Takes a Romantic Turn,” 11-14-96
    “Lagerfeld Designs Make Statements,” 11-21-96

15. **O&E Newspapers, 1997 (1 Article)**
    “Brits Take Over Paris Fashion,” 11-6-97

16. **O&E Newspapers, 1998 (1 Article)**
    “On the Paris Runways: Silver, the Peasant Look Among Spring ‘99 Trends” (ms. attached), 11-12-98

17. Fashion Manuscripts (8 Articles)
    “A Day in Paris,” n.d.
    “Is Fashion Dead?” n.d.
    “Summary of English Collections for Fall, 1987,” n.d.
    “Paris Couture Excitement,” 8-10-78
    “Theatre de La Mode Comes to Somerset,” 2-19-91
    “Stagnant Economies Depressing Designer Fashions,” 10-24-91
    “French Couture at Crossroads,” 1992
    “Fashion Trends into the 21st Century,” 8-18-95
Series IV
Travel, 1958-1998
Boxes 19-21

This series contains information on Winkelman’s extensive business, personal and family travels throughout the United States and abroad. The series is divided into four subseries (A thru D).

Subseries A: Travel Itineraries, 1958-1994, Box 19
This subseries contains travel itineraries and information for business-related and personal travel, as well as for family vacations.

Box 19

20. Itineraries and Travel Information; Family Vacations, 1961-1992

Files in this subseries contain correspondence, contact information, notes, travel and/or business information for countries outside the United States. Files are arranged alphabetically by country and city.

Box 19

21. Africa; Correspondence, Resources and Travel Information, 1971-1979
22. Asia (Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul); Contacts and Travel Information, 1983-1984
23. Australia; Correspondence, Notes and Country Information, 1988
25. Belgium; Correspondence and Travel Information, 1962, 1971, 1988
26. Bermuda; Correspondence and Travel Information, 1978-1981
27. Brazil; Correspondence and Contacts, 1974
28. Canada, Stratford Ontario; Stratford Festival, 1984
29. Canada, Toronto; ICSC Convention, Notes and Travel Information, 1971, 1979, 1996
30. Caribbean (PDAP II); Apparel, Textile and Miscellaneous Company Listings, 1985
31. Caribbean (PDAP II); Economic Analyses, 1980s
32. Caribbean (PDAP II); Notes and Contacts, 1985
33-38. China; Correspondence, Contacts, Travel, Orders and Reports, 1972-1983
39. Denmark, Copenhagen; Correspondence, Congress of International Association of Bibliophiles, 1972-1987
40. Egypt, Cairo; Contacts, Correspondence and Travel Information, 1987
41. England, London; Correspondence and Travel Information, 1976-1997
42. France, Nice; Contacts and Travel Information, 1973-1998
43. France, Paris; Contacts, Designer Invitations List and Travel
    Information, 1984-1998

Box 20

1. Germany; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1968-1987
2. Greece; Correspondence and Contacts, 1971-1983
3. Holland; Correspondence and Contacts, 1972-1979
4-6. Hong Kong; Correspondence, Orders, Merchandise Notes, Contacts and Travel Information, 1974-1987
7. Hungary; Congress of International Association of Bibliophiles, Visa and Travel Information, 1989
8. India; Fashion Article and Travel Information, 1977
9. Israel; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1976-1984 (1984 Trip Cancelled)
10. Italy, Florence; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1974-1975, 1981-1987
11. Italy, Milan; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1982-1992
12. Italy, Rome; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1982, 1986
13. Japan, Osaka/Kyoto; Contacts and Travel Information, 1974, 1977
14. Japan, Tokyo; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1974-1986
15. Korea, Seoul; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1974-1984
16. Mexico, Cozumel; Contacts and Lodging Information, 1972
17. Portugal; Contacts and Correspondence, 1970-1973, 1983-1985
18. Scandinavia; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1975-1979
19. Scotland; Correspondence, Contacts and Travel Information, 1983-1984
20. Singapore; Correspondence and Contacts, 1974-1975
22. Sweden, Stockholm; Contacts, Correspondence and Travel Information, 1975, 1984
24. Taiwan, Taipei; Contacts, Correspondence, Merchandise and Travel Information, 1974-1978, 1983-1984
25. Thailand; Fabrics Exporters List, n.d.
26. Turkey; Contacts, Correspondence and Travel Information, 1986
Subseries C: Travel, United States, 1967-1998, Box 20

This subseries contains correspondence, contacts, guides, notes, and information on lodging and travel within the United States. Files are arranged alphabetically by state and city.

Box 20

27. California, San Francisco/Los Angeles/Palm Springs; Contacts, n.d.
28. Colorado, Denver/Aspen; Contacts, Correspondence, Memos and Travel Information, 1979-1995
29. Florida; Contacts and Travel Information, 1967-1978, 1987
30. Florida, Key Biscayne; Contacts and Travel Information, 1972, 1975, 1980 (1980 Trip Cancelled)
31. Florida, Marco Island; Lodging and Travel Information, 1980
34. Massachusetts, Boston; Contacts and Lodging Information, 1977, 1983
35. Michigan, Interlochen/Traverse City/Mackinac Island/Glen Arbor; Correspondence, Contacts and Lodging Information, 1981, 1986, 1993
36. Nevada, Las Vegas; Schedules and Contacts, 1991
38. New Mexico, Santa Fe; Contacts, Correspondence and Travel Information, 1993-1994
40. Ohio; Contacts, Store Visit Summaries and Travel Information, 1969-1982
41. Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh/Philadelphia; Contacts, 1969, 1972, 1975
42. U.S. Virgin Islands; Vacation Information, 1980
43. Washington, DC; Contacts, Reports and Travel Information, 1972-1987, 1991

Subseries D: Travel Commentaries, 1970-1984, Boxes 20-21

Files in this subseries contain Winkelman’s commentaries on his travel experiences throughout the world. Most commentaries consist of transcriptions of recorded notes and are labeled by tape number. Missing transcripts are noted. Files are arranged chronologically.

Box 20

44. 1970, Spring; Europe
45. 1970, Summer; the Orient (Tapes 1-9)
46. 1971, Spring; Greece, Rome, Florence, Paris, London (Tapes 1-13)
47. 1972, Spring; West Africa (Tapes 1-8, plus Addendum)
48. 1974, Summer; Florence, Rome, the Orient (Tapes 1-13; Tapes 1 and 5 missing)
49. 1975, Spring; Washington, Spain, Paris, London (Tapes 1-5; 2 labeled “Tape 4”)
50. 1975, Summer; Riviera (Tape 1)
51. 1975, Fall; Paris, London (Tapes 1-6)

**Box 21**

1. 1976, Spring; Israel (Tape 3)
2. 1976, Summer; Nice, Monte Carlo, Beaulieu, St. Tropez, London (Tapes 1-2)
3. 1976, Fall; London, Paris, Europe, Hong Kong, Canton (Tapes 1-10; 2 labeled “Tape 2”)
4. 1977, Spring; Milan, Florence, Paris, London, Bermuda (Tapes 1-12; Tape 11 missing)
5. 1977, Summer; Copenhagen, Norway, London (Tapes 1-4); Honolulu, Shenyang, China (Handwritten commentary)
6. 1977, Fall; Japan, Hong Kong, China, Canton, Paris, London, Bermuda (Tapes 1-14; Tape 8 missing); Peking (Handwritten commentary)
7. 1978, Spring; Paris, London, Bermuda (Tapes 1-8)
8. 1978, Fall; Paris, London (Tapes 1-5; Tape 4 missing)
9. 1979, Spring; London and Paris (Tapes 1-5)
10. 1979, Fall; Vienna, Paris, London (Tapes 1-9; Tape 8 missing)
11. 1980, Spring; China, Paris, Nice (Tapes 1-7)
12. 1980, Fall; London, Paris (Tapes 1-4; 2 labeled “Tape 2”)
14. 1981, Fall; London, Paris (Tapes 1-3)
15. 1982, Spring; London, Paris, Nice (Tapes 1-6)
16. 1982, Summer; Venice (Record of meeting and conversation with Corrine Burke of Tayar Office)
17. 1982, Fall; London, Paris, Milan (Tapes 1-6)
18. 1983, Spring; Milan, Paris, London, Nice, Monte Carlo (Tapes 1-5)
19. 1983, Fall; London, Paris, Milan (Tapes 1-4; 2 labeled “Tape 2”)
20. 1984, Winter; Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul (Tapes 1-3)
Winkelman was involved in a myriad of non-profit and professional organizations. The materials contained in this series document his activities in many of these organizations and reflect the depth of his commitment to service. The series is divided into six subseries (A thru F). Subseries A thru E below contain extensive records of the cultural, business, civic, educational, health and welfare agencies and organizations in which Winkelman held leadership roles. Materials commonly include correspondence, memos, reports, newspaper clippings and publicity, meeting minutes, committee records, rosters and membership lists, budgets, brochures, speeches, and handwritten notes. Subseries F contains the records of many additional non-profit organizations served by Winkelman.


Information in this subseries relates to Winkelman's service on the Michigan Commission on Art in Public Places (Chair, 1986-1991) and the Orchestra Hall Executive Advisory Council (1984-1986). Files are arranged alphabetically by name of organization and subheading.

Box 21

23. MCAPP; Annual Reports, 1984-1989
24. MCAPP; "Art-in-Existing-Buildings" Grant Requests, 1990
25. MCAPP; Artist Competitions, 1987, 1989
26. MCAPP; Artist Proposals, 1987-1988
27. MCAPP; Background
28. MCAPP; Brochures
29. MCAPP; Catalog—Budgets, Correspondence and Prospectus, 1989-1990
32. MCAPP; Clippings and Articles, n.d., 1985-1989
33. MCAPP; Commission Goals and Objectives, April 1986
34. MCAPP; Commission Meetings, 1985
35-37. MCAPP; Commission Meetings, 1986

Box 22

1-2. MCAPP; Commission Meetings, 1987
3. MCAPP; Commission Meetings, 1988
4. MCAPP; Commission Meetings, 1989
5. MCAPP; Commission Meetings, 1990
6. MCAPP; Commission Meeting (Final), 8-27-91
7. MCAPP; Concerned Citizens for the Arts, 1983-1987
8. MCAPP; Coordination Committee, 1985-1990
9-10. MCAPP; Correspondence, 1986
11-12. MCAPP; Correspondence, 1987
13-14. MCAPP; Correspondence, 1988
15. MCAPP; Correspondence, 1989
16. MCAPP; Correspondence, 1990-1991
18. MCAPP; History of Commission, Notes, n.d.
19. MCAPP; Michigan Art Inventory Publication, Ad Hoc Committee Meeting, 1988
20. MCAPP; Michigan Art Inventory Publication, Correspondence and Budget, 1987-1989
25. MCAPP; Progress and Chair Reports, 1983-1986
26. MCAPP; Rosters, 1985-1987
27. MCAPP; Rules of Procedure, 8-30-83
28. MCAPP; Special Commission on Art in State Buildings, Meeting and Report, 1978-1979
29. Orchestra Hall; Executive Advisory Council, Correspondence, Capital Campaign and Strategic Plan, 1984-1986

**Subseries B: Business and Economic Development, 1966-1996,**
Boxes 23-28

Box 23

1. Detroit Economic Growth Corporation/Council (DEGC); Annual Report, 1980
2. DEGC; City of Detroit Budgets, 1976-1977, 1977-1978
3. DEGC; Council Meeting, 10-26-76
4. DEGC; Council Meeting, 11-30-76
5. DEGC; Council Meeting, 1-11-77
6. DEGC; Council Meeting, 2-22-77
7. DEGC; Council Meeting, 4-1-77
8. DEGC; Council Meeting, 6-14-77
9. DEGC; Council Meeting, 8-16-77
10. DEGC; Council Meeting, 11-11-77
11. DEGC; Council Meeting, 12-16-77
12. DEGC; Environmental Protection and Maintenance Department Study, 1977
15. DEGC; Expenditures Task Force, Compensation Committee, 1976-1977
16. DEGC; Expenditures Task Force, Efficiency Committee, 1976-1977
17. DEGC; Expenditures Task Force, Efficiency/Management and Cost Effectiveness Committee, 1976-1977
18. DEGC; Expenditures Task Force, Provision and Funding of Services Committee, 1976
19. DEGC; Expenditures Task Force, Services Committee, 1977
22. DEGC; Jobs and Business Development Task Force, 1977
24. DEGC; Program and Budget, 1984-1985
27. DEGC; Report, “The Future of Detroit General Hospital,” March 1977
29. DEGC; Revenues Task Force, 1976
30. DEGC; Rosters, 1977 Membership Lists, Director/Executive Committee Lists, 1988-1990
31. DEGC; State Economic Development, 1981-1982
32. Detroit Renaissance; Annual Meeting (Members and Directors), 12-7-82
33. Detroit Renaissance; Annual Meeting (Members and Directors), 12-7-83
34. Detroit Renaissance; Board of Directors Meeting, 8-11-82
35. Detroit Renaissance; Board of Directors Meeting, 9-30-82
36. Detroit Renaissance; Board of Directors Meeting, 1-20-83
37. Detroit Renaissance; Board of Directors Meeting, 9-14-83
38. Detroit Renaissance; Board of Directors Meeting, 3-28-84
39. Detroit Renaissance; Board of Directors Meeting, 5-23-84
40. Detroit Renaissance; Coordinating Council Committee, 1983, 1985
41. Detroit Renaissance; Correspondence, Notes, Roster and Clippings, 1982-1988

**Box 24**

1. Detroit Renaissance; Detroit Strategic Plan, 1986-1989
2. Detroit Renaissance; Financial Statements Reports, 9-22-81 thru 8-31-83
3. Detroit Renaissance; Grand Prix Ad Hoc Finance Committee, 1983-1984
5. Detroit Renaissance; Historical Material, Brochures and Correspondence, 1970s, 1980s
6. Detroit Renaissance; Human Services Committee, 1987
7. Detroit Renaissance; Investment Fund, 1987
10. Detroit Renaissance; Long Range Planning Committee, 1982-1983
11. Detroit Renaissance; Long Range Planning Committee, 1984
12. Detroit Renaissance; Long Range Planning Committee, 1985-1986
13. Detroit Renaissance; Renaissance Center, 1972-1982
14. Detroit Renaissance; Resource Management Committee, 1980
15. Detroit Renaissance; University of Detroit, 1983
16. Economic Alliance for Michigan (EAM); Board of Directors Meeting, 9-25-82
17. EAM; Board of Directors Meeting (Special), 12-13-82
18. EAM; Board of Directors Meeting, 2-16-83
19. EAM; Board of Directors Meeting, 6-15-83
20. EAM; Board of Directors Meeting, 8-31-83
21. EAM; Board of Directors Meeting, 11-9-83
22. EAM; Board of Directors Meeting, 2-18-84
23. EAM; Competitive Business Costs Task Force, 1983-1984
25. EAM; Competitive Business Costs Task Force Meeting, 10-22-82
26. EAM; Competitive Business Costs Task Force Meeting, 2-4-83
27. EAM; Competitive Business Costs Task Force Meeting, 6-1-83
28. EAM; General Correspondence, Memos, Rosters and Reports, 1982-1987
29. EAM; Health Care Committee, “Briefing Paper on Health Planning” (Drafts), 1983
30. EAM; Health Care Committee (Chairs) Meeting, 1-26-83
31. EAM; Health Care Committee (Chairs) Meeting, 11-4-83
32. EAM; Health Care Committee Meeting, 3-1-83
33. EAM; Health Care Committee Meeting, 4-15-83
34. EAM; Reports, “A Better Business Climate for Michigan” (The Fantus Company), 12-15-82
37. EAM; Reports, “A reorganization proposal: Restructuring for competitive equality” (BC-BS of Michigan), 9-1-83
38. EAM; Reports, “Study of studies re: Michigan business climate” (Wayne State University), June 1983

Box 25

1. EAM; Task Force “A” Meeting, 5-21-84
2. Economic Club of Detroit; Correspondence and Speeches by SJW, 1970-1996
4. Economic Club of Detroit; Programs, 1970-1996
5. Economic Club of Detroit; Progress Report, 1970-1971
7. Chamber (Board) of Commerce (GDCC); Correspondence, Memos, Press Release, and Rosters, 1968-1983
8. GDCC; Detroit Magazine, 6-10-68, 6-9-69, 1-4-71
9. GDCC; Detroit Public Schools, Meeting on Management/Operational Improvements in Non-Instructional Services, 1-29-85
10. GDCC; Legislative Conference, 1983
11. Metropolitan Affairs Corporation/Metropolitan Fund (MAC); Advisory Council, Invitations and Responses, 1981, 1984
12. MAC; Annual Meeting (Metropolitan Fund), 9-28-76
13. MAC; Annual Meeting (Metropolitan Fund), 11-22-77
14. MAC; Annual Meeting (Metropolitan Fund), 11-19-79
15. MAC; Annual Meeting (Metropolitan Fund), 2-25-81
16. MAC; Annual Meeting (SJW Speech), 2-11-82
17. MAC; Annual Meeting, 12-8-83
18. MAC; Annual Meeting, 12-5-85
19. MAC; Annual Meeting, 12-11-86
20. MAC; Annual Meeting, 12-15-87
21. MAC; Annual Meeting, 12-8-88
22. MAC; Annual Report to the Region Reception (SJW Speech), 1-19-83
23. MAC; Annual Report to the Region Reception (SJW Speech), 2-2-84
24. MAC; Annual Report to the Region Reception (SJW Speech), 1-17-85
25. MAC; Annual Reports, 1981-1984
26. MAC; Background Material (Metropolitan Fund), 1978, 1980
27. MAC; Board of Directors Meeting, 3-13-81
28. MAC; Board of Directors Meeting, 5-14-81
29. MAC; Board of Directors Meetings, 9-10-81, 12-10-81
30. MAC; Board of Directors Meetings, 4-29-82, 9-29-82, 12-9-82
31. MAC; Board of Directors Meetings, 6-13-83, 9-7-83
32. MAC; Board of Directors Meetings, 9-13-84
33. MAC; Board of Directors Meetings, 4-25-85, 9-19-85
34. MAC; Board of Directors Meetings, 4-17-86, 9-17-86
35. MAC; Brochures
36. MAC; Business Climate Study and Comments, 1982, 1983
37. MAC; Chronically Jobless Project, 1988-1989
38. MAC; Clippings, 1980s, 1995
39. MAC; Detroit Renaissance, Activities Reports, 1980s
43. MAC; Executive Committee, Actions Summary (Post 11-19-76 Meeting)
44. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 11-26-75

Box 26

1. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 3-1-76
2. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 6-16-76
3. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 9-8-76
4. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 11-17-76
5. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 1-5-77
6. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 4-13-77
7. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 6-15-77
8. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 9-28-77
9. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 11-21-78
10. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 5-30-79
11. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 10-2-79
12. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 1-14-80
13. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 5-21-80
14. MAC; Executive Committee Meeting, 11-25-80
15. MAC; Financial Statements, 1979-1985
16. MAC; Ford Foundation, 1983, 1985
17. MAC; Ford Foundation, “Joint Public Venture Assistance Program” Funding Proposal, 1983
18. MAC; Fund Drive, 1981-1982
19. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1968, 1975-1976
20. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1977
21. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1978
22. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1979
23. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1980
24. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1981
25. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1982
26. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1983-1985
27. MAC; General Correspondence, Memos and Notes, 1986-1991, 1993
28. MAC; Joint/Consolidated/Contracted Services Conference, 3-16-82
29. MAC; Joint Public Venture Assistance Program, 1983, 1986
30. MAC; Metropolitan Affairs Non-Profit Corporations (MANC), 1977, 1986
31. MAC; Metropolitan Fund-MAC Reorganization, 1979-1981
32. MAC; Metropolitan Fund-MAC Reorganization, By-Laws, 1972, 1981
33. MAC; Metropolitan Fund-MAC Reorganization, Mission Statements, n.d.
34. MAC; Mission and Mode Committee, 1978-1979
35. MAC; Mission and Mode Committee, Alternative Models Subcommittee, Final Report, n.d.
36-37. MAC; Mission and Mode Committee, Reorganization Evaluation, 1978-1980

**Box 27**

1. MAC; Officers/Directors Lists, 1985, 1989
2. MAC; Pilot Projects—Candidates, 1983
3. MAC; Planning Meeting, 11-8-77
4. MAC; Presentation to Ford Motor Company, 8-25-78
5. MAC; Presentation to General Motors Corporation, 6-30-78
6. MAC; Presentation to United Auto Workers, 11-22-78
7. MAC; President’s Commission for a National Agenda for the Eighties, Conferences, 6-22-81, 7-29-81
8. MAC; Program Committee, 1982-1983
9. MAC; Program Support, Ad Hoc Committee, 1985
10. MAC; Regional Citizens Interim Steering Committee, 1972-1973
11. MAC; Regional Fiscal Study Policy Committee, 1978
12. MAC; Regional Fiscal Study Policy Committee, “Financing the Metropality” Project, 1977-1978
13. MAC; Regional Governance Policy Committee, 1974
14. MAC; Regionalism, 1970s
15. MAC; Reports, “Growth Management Approaches for Local Governments” (SEMCOG), 1981; “Intergovernmental Cooperative Arrangements: Exploring Opportunities” (SEMCOG), 1982
17. MAC; SEMCOG, Agreement, 1981
18. MAC; SEMCOG, Annual Report, 1982
19. MAC; SEMCOG, Environmental Strategy Council Meeting, 9-21-84
20. MAC; SEMCOG, Executive Committee Meeting, 8-20-82
21. MAC; SEMCOG, General Assembly Meetings, 10-29-81, 3-25-82, 6-26-86
22. MAC; SEMCOG, Newsletters, 1981-1986
23. MAC; SEMCOG, Regional Development Council Meeting, 12-3-81
24. MAC; SEMCOG, Regional Development Council Meeting, 8-11-82
25. MAC; Speeches by SJW (SEE – Speeches, Series IX)
26. MAC; State Transportation Plan Survey, 1981
27. National Retail Merchants Association (NRMA); 66th Annual Convention (SJW Speech), Jan. 10-12, 1977
28. NRMA; 67th Annual Convention, Jan. 8-11, 1978
29. NRMA; 68th Annual Convention and Exposition, Jan. 14-17, 1979
30. NRMA; 69th Annual Convention and Exposition, Jan. 13-16, 1980
31. NRMA; 70th Annual Convention and Exposition (SJW Speech), Jan. 11-14, 1981
32. NRMA; 71st Annual Convention and Exposition (SJW Speech), Jan. 10-13, 1982
33. NRMA; 75th Annual Convention and Exposition Program, Jan. 12-15, 1986
34. NRMA; 11th Annual Store Planning Conference, Dec. 5-6, 1985
35. NRMA; Board of Directors and Executive Committee Meetings, 6-13-78
36. NRMA; Board of Directors and Executive Committee Meetings, 9-18-80
37. NRMA; Board of Directors and Executive Committee Meetings, 6-10-81
38. NRMA; Board of Directors and Executive Committee Meetings, 6-23-82

Box 28

1. NRMA; Board of Directors and Executive Committee Meetings, 6-13-84
2. NRMA; Board of Directors Meeting, 1-12-83
3. NRMA; Board of Directors Meeting (Mid-Year), 6-9-83
4. NRMA; Board of Directors Meeting, 1-11-84
5. NRMA; Consumer Affairs Committee, 1974, 1976
6. NRMA; Consumer Affairs Committee, 1977
7. NRMA; Consumer Affairs Committee, 1978
8.  NRMA; Consumer Affairs Committee, 1979  
9.  NRMA; Consumer Affairs Committee, 1981-1982  
10. NRMA; Directories—Associate Member Information, (n.d.), 1986-1988  
12. NRMA; Executive Committee Meeting, 10-9-79  
13. NRMA; Financial Statements, 1980-1983  
14. NRMA; General Correspondence, Programs and Reports, 1966-1980  
15. NRMA; General Correspondence, Programs and Reports, 1981-1987  
16. NRMA; Government and Legal Affairs Committee, Consumer Protection Act, 1977  
17. NRMA; Headquarters Expansion (Proposed), 1981  
18. NRMA; Midyear Conference and Exposition, June 3-5, 1985  
19. NRMA; Midyear Conference and Exposition, June 1-3, 1987  
21. NRMA; Political Action Committee, Briefing Book, 1983  
22. NRMA; Principles of Retailing Seminar, Feb. 13-14, 1985  
23. NRMA; Speeches by SJW (SEE – Speeches, Series IX)  
24. NRMA; Top Management Symposium (Scottsdale, AZ), Feb. 1979  
25. NRMA; Top Management Symposium (Scottsdale, AZ) (SJW Speech), Feb. 1980  
27. NRMA; 8th World Conference and International Committee Meeting (Toronto), April 18-22, 1982  
28. NRMA; 9th World Conference Program (Paris), Program, April 8-11, 1984  
29. NRMA; 10th World Conference (Zurich), Oct. 19-22, 1986  

Subseries C: Community Relations, 1961-1998, Boxes 28-34  
Winkelman held leadership positions in many organizations dedicated to improving community relations. Included in this subseries are records for the Detroit Commission on Community Relations (Member, 1962-1970), Jewish Community Council of Metropolitan Detroit (Director, 1956-1999 and President, 1960-1963), and New Detroit, Inc. (Executive Committee, 1969-1988, Chair, 1971 and Honorary Director, 1986-1999). Of particular interest are the records of New Detroit, Inc. which document efforts made to address issues that fueled tensions and racial turmoil in the City of Detroit during the 1960s, and an essay written by Winkelman on the Detroit riots of 1967.

Box 28  
29. Detroit Commission on Community Relations, 1961-1970  
30. Jewish Community Council of Metropolitan Detroit (JCC); By-Laws [As Amended], 3-18-76  
31. JCC; Congregations and Rabbis, Synagogues and Temples, Lists, 1971; Directory of Organizations and Delegates, 1972-1973
32. JCC; Correspondence, Reports and Clippings, 1954-1998
33. JCC; Joint JWF (Jewish Welfare Federation)/JCC Liaison Committee, Israel Support/Leadership Network Project, 1981
34. JCC; Joint JWF/JCC Study Committee, 1983-1984

Box 29

2. JCC; Statements, 1964, 1966, 1983
3. JCC; Strategic Plan, Feb. 1987
4. New Detroit, Inc. (New Detroit); Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 1-27-72
5. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 2-1-73
6. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 1-22-74
7. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 2-6-75
8. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 2-19-76
9. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 3-3-77
10. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 1-19-78
11. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 3-5-81
12. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 1-14-82
13. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 1-13-83
14. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 1-12-84
15. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 6-6-85
16. New Detroit; Annual Meetings (Members and Trustees), 6-5-86
17. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1970
18-23. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1971
24-29. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1972
30. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1973

Box 30

1-4. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1973
5-8. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1974
9-11. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1975
12-15. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1976
16-17. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1977

Box 31

1-2. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1977
3-4. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1978
5. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1980
6-9. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1982
10-13. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1983
14-15. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1984
16. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1986
18. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Special Meeting—Charter Revision, 6-22-72
19. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Special Meeting—Michigan Fiscal Crisis, 3-22-82
20. New Detroit; Board of Trustees Special Meeting—Poverty State of Emergency, 2-3-83
21. New Detroit; By-Laws [As Amended], 4-3-69

Box 32

1. New Detroit; Correspondence, General, 1967-1994
2. New Detroit; Correspondence, Letters of Congratulations on Chairmanship, 1971-1972
3. New Detroit; Correspondence, New Detroit Chairmen, 1967-1983
4. New Detroit; Correspondence, New Detroit Presidents, 1971-1974
5. New Detroit; Correspondence, New Detroit Presidents, 1975-1987
6. New Detroit; “Desegregation of Detroit Public Schools,” Position Paper, 3-6-75
7. New Detroit; Detroit Budget Crisis, 1976
8. New Detroit; Detroit Charter Revision, Ad Hoc Committee, 1971-1972
9. New Detroit; Detroit General Hospital, Ad Hoc Subcommittee, Health Care Institute Dissolution, 1980
10. New Detroit; Detroit Public Schools, Assessment of Decentralization, 11-2-73
13. New Detroit; Education Committee, 1982-1983
14. New Detroit; Education Task Force, Correspondence, 1972-1977
15. New Detroit; Education Task Force, Proposal, June 1973
16. New Detroit; Executive Committee Meeting, 9-27-72
17. New Detroit; Executive Committee Meeting, 9-19-74
18. New Detroit; Executive Committee Meeting, 11-18-82
19. New Detroit; Executive Committee Special Meeting, 4-20-81
22. New Detroit; Flint Urban Coalition Meeting (SJW Speech), 1983
23. New Detroit; General Fact Book, 1974
24. New Detroit; General File, Memos, Reports and Notices, 1967-1979
25. New Detroit; General File, Memos, Reports and Notices, 1980-1989
27. New Detroit; “Heroin Problem in Detroit, A New Approach,” Position Paper, 4-21-77
28. New Detroit; History of New Detroit
29. New Detroit; Hospital Boards of Trustees Subcommittee, 1978-1980
30. New Detroit; Magnum Oil Contract, Report and Statements, 1982
31. New Detroit; Mayor’s “Moving Detroit Forward” Plan, 1975-1976
32. New Detroit; Mayor’s “Moving Detroit Forward” Plan (Working Draft), 1975
33. New Detroit; Mayor’s “Moving Detroit Forward: The Second Decade,” (n.d.)

Box 33

1. New Detroit; Metropolitan Issues Study, Aug. 1975
2. New Detroit; Minority Economic Development Committee, Resolution, 1980
3. New Detroit; New Bethel Baptist Church Incident, Investigation Reports, 1969
5. New Detroit; Pamphlets
7. New Detroit; Planning Committee, 1983-1987
8. New Detroit; Police Community Relations Project Committee (PCRPC), Final Report (Draft) 5-25-70
10. New Detroit; PCRPC Meeting, Transcription of Proceedings, 11-18-69
11. New Detroit; PCRPC Meeting, Transcription of Proceedings, 12-10-69
12. New Detroit; PCRPC Meeting, Transcription of Proceedings, 12-17-69
13. New Detroit; PCRPC Meeting, Transcription of Proceedings, 1-14-70
14. New Detroit; PCRPC Meeting, Transcription of Proceedings, 1-28-70
15. New Detroit; PCRPC Meeting, Transcription of Proceedings, 2-11-70
16. New Detroit; PCRPC Meeting, Transcription of Proceedings, 2-18-70
17. New Detroit; PCRPC Meeting, Transcription of Proceedings, 2-25-70
18. New Detroit; PCRPC Police Proposals, Public Statement, 3-11-69
22. New Detroit; Program Priorities and Budget Proposals, 1970s, 1980s
23. New Detroit; Program Priorities by Committee (Proposed), 1982, 1983
24. New Detroit; Progress Reports, 1960s, 1970s
25. New Detroit; Progress Reports, 1980s
26. New Detroit; Project Advisory Committee Meetings, 1971
27. New Detroit; Project Advisory Committee Meetings, 1972

Box 34

1. New Detroit; Project Status Reports, 1971-1972
2. New Detroit; Project Status Reports, 1973
3. New Detroit; Project Status Reports, 1974
4. New Detroit; Public Images of Leaders and Institutions (Special Report), 11-1-82
5. New Detroit; Public Safety and Justice Committee, 1975-1981
15. New Detroit; Riot of 1967, Essays by SJW and Lilly Epstein (Granddaughter), 1987, 1994
17. New Detroit; School Finance Subcommittee, 1972-1989
18. New Detroit; Speeches by SJW
20. New Detroit; Tax Limitation Amendment (Proposed), 1978
22. New Detroit; Tenth Anniversary Dinner, 1977
25. New Detroit; United States Conference of Mayors, Program and Registration List, May 1964
27. New Detroit; Urban Resources Monitoring Project, 1974, 1975
28. New Detroit; Wayne County Community College Task Force, 1982-1983

This subseries contains records of organizations dealing with issues of education: Detroit Education Task Force (Co-Chair, 1972-1976), Michigan Governor’s Commission on Higher Education (Member, 1983-1984), U.S. District Court Monitoring Commission/Detroit Public Schools Desegregation (Member, 1974-1978), Wayne County Community College Monitor’s Citizens Advisory Committee (Member, 1984-1986). (SEE ALSO – University Affiliations and Activities, Series VIII).

Box 34

30. DETF; Background, 1972-1974
31. DETF; Brochures
32. DETF; Budget, 1973-1975
33. DETF; Children and Youth Committee, 1974-1975
34. DETF; Communications Advisory Committee, 1973

Box 35

1. DETF; Constitutional Mandate Committee, 1974-1975
2. DETF; Correspondence, 1974
3. DETF; Cunningham, Dr. Luverne L. (Executive Director), Agreement and Correspondence, 1973-1974
4. DETF; Detroit Public Schools Board of Education, Background Information, 1971-1973
5. DETF; Detroit Public Schools Board of Education, Correspondence and Reports, 1972-1976
6. DETF; Detroit Public Schools Board of Education, “Kick-Off Meeting,” 1-4-73
7. DETF; Detroit Public Schools Board of Education, Labor Relations, 1974
9. DETF; Detroit Public Schools Board of Education, Superintendent Search, 1971-1972
10. DETF; Detroit Public Schools Board of Education, Superintendent’s Committee on Achievement Report, March 1973
11. DETF; Education Committee, 1973-1974
12. DETF; Education Committee, 1975-1976
13. DETF; Finance Committee, 1973-1974
14. DETF; Finance Committee, 1975-1976
| 15. | DETF; Finance-Organization/Management Committee, 1975-1976 |
| 16. | DETF; Funding, 1972-1975 |
| 17. | DETF; Future of the Task Force, 1975 |
| 18. | DETF; Governance Committee, 1974-1975 |
| 19. | DETF; Higher Education Advisory Committee, 1973-1975 |
| 20-23. | DETF; History of DETF (Drafts of Chapters by Ralph B. Thomas, Historian): |
| | “Origins of the Education Task Force,” (n.d.) |
| | “The Experts and ‘The System’,” Aug. 1975 (Draft 2) |
| | “Laymen Look at Teaching and Learning,” Sept. 1975 (Draft 2) |
| | “Funding the Deficit,” Chapter III, (n.d.) |
| | “Leadership and Linkage,” Chapter VI, Sept. 1975 |
| | “Planning for 1974-75,” Chapter VII, Dec. 1975 (Draft 2) |
| | “Outcomes for the Student,” Chapter IX, Jan. 1976 (Draft 2) |
| | “Continuing Efforts in Finance and Management,” Chapter X, Feb. 1976 (Draft 2) |
| | “The Task Force as a Third Party,” Chapter XI, March 1976 (Draft 2) |
| | “Genesis: Intervention or Cooperation?” Chapter XII, May 1976 (Draft 2) |
| 24. | DETF; Interview of SJW—WJR Radio, Transcript, 2-20-75 |
| 25. | DETF; Interviews (Opinions about DETF), 1973 |
| 26. | DETF; Management Planning, 1974-1976 |
| 27. | DETF; Meetings, Agendas and Minutes, 1973 |

**Box 36**

| 1. | DETF; Meetings, Agendas and Minutes, 1974 |
| 2. | DETF; Meetings, Agendas and Minutes, 1975-1976 |
| 3. | DETF; Membership, Committee and Personnel Rosters, 1972-1976 |
| 4. | DETF; Monitoring Project, 1975-1976 |
| 5. | DETF; Organization and Management Committee, 1973-1975 |
| 6. | DETF; Progress Reports, 1973-1976 |
| 7. | DETF; Proposed Millage Election, 1973 |
| 8. | DETF; Publicity—Press Releases, Reports and Clippings, 1963-1975 |
| 10. | DETF; Reports, “A Center for Professional Development in Teaching and Learning” (Wayne State University College of Education), Oct. 1974 |
| 11. | DETF; Reports, “City of Detroit Issues—Winter 1975” (Market Opinion Research), April 1975 |
| 12. | DETF; Reports, “Detroit Public Schools: Legislative Report,” 6-16-75 |
| 13. | DETF; Reports, “Goals of Education in Detroit” (DPS), March 1973 |
14. DETF; Reports, “A New Approach to Educational Problem Solving in Detroit” (L.L. Cunningham), n.d.
16. DETF; Reports, “Vocational Education Proposal Analysis,” 2-20-76
17. DETF; Speeches by SJW, 1973, 1975-1976
18. DETF; Steering Committee, 1973-1976
19. DETF; Summary of Task Force Activities, 6-2-76
20. DETF; Time/Action Work Plan, 1973-1975
22. GCFHE; Background and Guidelines, 1983-1984
23. GCFHE; Classification of Higher Education Institutions, 1984
24. GCFHE; Clippings on Commission, 1985
25. GCFHE; Clippings on Education, 1983
26. GCFHE; Correspondence and Notes, 1983-1985, 1988
27. GCFHE; Directory of Higher Education Leadership, n.d.
29. GCFHE; Finance and Capital Outlay Review Panel, 1984
30. GCFHE; Governance of Higher Education, 1980s
31. GCFHE; Governor’s 1985 Budget
34. GCFHE; Issue Paper, “Higher education and economic development in Michigan,” March 1984 (with supplemental material)
35. GCFHE; Issue Paper, “Issues and problems regarding financial access to higher education in Michigan: A discussion paper,” Feb. 1984 (with supplemental material)
37. GCFHE; Issue Paper, “Michigan Society of Professional Engineers Task force on Infrastructure at State Universities,” July 1984
38. GCFHE; Issue Paper, “Occupational supply and demand and postsecondary education,” 1-3-84
41. GCFHE; Issue Paper, “The privilege and the responsibility—some reflections on the nature, function, and future of academic tenure” (Harold T. Shapiro), 8-24-83
43.  GCFHE; Issue Paper, “Quality and equity issues linking public schools and higher education: A discussion paper concerning minorities, women, handicappers and bilingual students,” Jan. 1984
44.  GCFHE; Issue Paper, “Special state commissions and task forces on education issues: 1982 to date,” Feb. 1984
47.  GCFHE; Issue Paper, “Trends, issues and decisions facing Michigan’s higher education system: A staff discussion paper,” Nov. 1983
48-49. GCFHE; Issues for Consideration, 1983-1984
50.  GCFHE; Meetings, Agendas and Minutes, 1983
51.  GCFHE; Meetings, Agendas, Minutes, Correspondence and Notes, 1984

Box 37

1.  GCFHE; Michigan Higher Education: An Overview, 9-19-83
2.  GCFHE; Michigan Higher Education—Statistical Profiles, Independent Colleges and Universities, 1983
3.  GCFHE; Michigan Higher Education—Statistical Profiles, Public Colleges and Universities, 1983
4.  GCFHE; Michigan Higher Education—Statistical Profiles, Public Junior and Community Colleges, 1983
5.  GCFHE; Midyear Progress Report (Working Drafts), 1984
6.  GCFHE; Midyear Progress Report—Responses, 1984
7.  GCFHE; Oath of Office (SJW), 10-31-83
8.  GCFHE; Previous Higher Education Commissions
9.  GCFHE; Private Sector Support of Colleges, 1984
10. GCFHE; Public Forum, 5-1-84:
    Agenda for discussion (Midyear Progress Report)
    Memo from Joe Kent Kerby, Eastern Michigan University
    Notes
    Testimony of David Adaman, Wayne State University
    Testimony of Thomas M. Bernthal, Michigan Community College Association
    Testimony of Robert W. Spencer, Detroit Economic Growth Corporation
    Testimony of Herbert Stoutenburg, Montcalm Community College
11. GCFHE; Public Opinion Surveys on Higher Education in Michigan, 1984
12. GCFHE; Publicity—Press Releases and Editorials, 1983-1984
13. GCFHE; Roles and Missions Subcommittee, 1983-1984
14. GCFHE; Telecommunications in Education (Articles), 1980-1984
15. GCFHE; Telecourses (Essays and Articles), 1980s
16. U.S. District Court Monitoring Commission—Detroit Public Schools Desegregation (USDCMC); Court Orders, Roster, Correspondence and Minutes, 1970, 1975-1978
17. USDCMC; Guidelines for Staff and Students
18. USDCMC; Reports and Reviews:
   Progress Report, Academic Year ending June 1977
   Report of Work Plans and Budget Committee
   Review of Annual Progress Report
19. USDCMC; Speech by SJW, “Cleveland Schools Desegregation,” 1976
20. Wayne County Community College Monitor’s Citizens Advisory Committee (WCCC); Background, 1984
21. WCCC; Budget, 1984
22. WCCC; Enrollment—Michigan Higher Education Headcount, 1983
23. WCCC; Finance Subcommittee, 1982-1984
24. WCCC; Financial Statements/Examination Reports, 6-30-83, 12-13-83
25. WCCC; General Correspondence, Subcommittee Roles and Clippings, 1984-1985
26. WCCC; Governance, 1966, 1984
27. WCCC; Instructional Program Subcommittee, 1984
28. WCCC; Membership, 1984
29. WCCC; Meetings, Agendas and Minutes, 1984
31. WCCC; Personnel File Review, 1984
32. WCCC; Personnel Subcommittee, 1984
33. WCCC; Program Planning Advisory Committee and Planning and Development Committee, 1976
34. WCCC; Public Relations Subcommittee, 1984
35. WCCC; Report (No. 1) on Monitoring Activities at Wayne County Community College, 3-7-84
36. WCCC; Report (No. 2) on Monitoring Activities at Wayne County Community College, 6-14-84
37. WCCC; Report (Final) on Monitoring Activities at Wayne County Community College, June 1985

and Wayne State University Health Care Institute (Director, 1976-1980).

Box 37

38. Community Foundation of Southeastern Michigan (CF); Annual Reports, 1985, 1988, 1990
39. CF; Board of Trustees—Roster, Agendas and Minutes, 1984-1986
40. CF; Brochures
41. CF; By-Laws, Art. of Incorporation, Development Committee Mission Statements, 1984
42. CF; Correspondence and Notes, 1984-1993
43. CF; Fact Sheets and Case Statements, 1983-1985
44. Jewish Community Foundation of United Jewish Charities/Max M. Fisher Jewish Community Foundation (JCF); Program Information and Project Summaries, 1985-1986
45. JCF; Project Proposals and Recommendations, 1977
46. JCF; Project Proposals and Recommendations, 1979-1980
47. JCF; Project Proposals and Recommendations, 1981-1982

Box 38

3. JWF; Community Organizations Reports
4. JWF; Correspondence, Minutes, Programs, Roster, and Clippings, 1960-1979
5. JWF; Correspondence, Minutes, Programs, and Clippings, 1981-1995
6. JWF; Federated Endowment Fund, Annual Report, 12-31-85
7. JWF; Jewish Community Center Membership Certificate, 1959
8. JWF; Jewish Home for Aged, Annual Report, 1986
9. JWF; Jewish Home for Aged, Correspondence, Minutes and Reports, 1984, 1986
10. JWF; Jewish Home for Aged, Correspondence, Minutes and Reports, 1987
11. JWF; Jewish Home for Aged, Demographic and Needs Assessment Study, Nov. 1984
12. JWF; Jewish Home for Aged, Market Analysis, Dec. 1987
13. JWF; United Jewish Charities, Annual Reports, 1st (1899-1900) and 75th (1974)
14. Metropolitan Northwest Detroit Hospitals Corporation (MetNDH); Administrative Conference Committee Meetings, 1974-1975, 1977
15. MetNDH; Ambulatory Care Satellite Network Proposal (Providence Hospital), March 1977
17. MetNDH; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1974, 1978, 1980
18. MetNDH; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1981
19. MetNDH; Board of Trustees Meetings, 1982
20. MetNDH; Board of Trustees Meeting (Reorganization of the Quadrangle), 5-4-83
21. MetNDH; Correspondence and Notes, 1974-1983
22. MetNDH; Planning and Urban Design Program, Progress Report, July 1975-June 1976
23. MetNDH; Quadrangle Annual Report, 1976
24. MetNDH; Quadrangle Hospitals Retreat, 9-15-80
25. United Community Services of Metropolitan Detroit (UCS); By-Laws and Informational Material, 1970
26. UCS; General Correspondence, Roster, Progress Report, and Miscellaneous Records, 1971-1978, 1983
28. UF; Brochure
29. UF; Environmental Scanning Committee Report, 1982
30. UF; Executive Committee, 1971-1993
31. UF; Long Range Planning Committee, 1982-1983
33. UF; Long Range Planning Committee, Strategic Plans, 1984-1985
34. UF; Meeting Minutes, 1979-1983
35. UF; Nominating Committee Materials, 1967, 1977-1983

Box 39

1-2. UF; Nominating Committee Materials, 1984-1991
3. UF; Special Study Committee, Priorities Subcommittee Study, 1970, 1974 [Rev.]
4. UF; Vanguard Program, 1983-1984
5. Wayne State University Health Care Institute (WSU-HCI); Background Information, Rosters and Report, 1976-1978
6. WSU-HCI; Board of Directors Meetings, 1977-1980
8. WSU-HCI; Correspondence, 1977-1980


The records contained in this subseries document Winkelman’s work with many additional non-profit organizations. Files contain correspondence, meeting minutes, rosters, newspaper clippings, programs, reports, pamphlets and brochures, fundraising materials, and handwritten notes. Arrangement is alphabetical by name of organization.
Box 39

10. Allied Jewish Campaign; Fundraising, 1982, 1986
11. Allied Jewish Campaign; Programs—Victory Dinner, 1972 and 50th Anniversary, 1976
15. B’nai B’rith; Youth Services, Annual Report, 1981
17. BTW; Brotherhood Honoree, 1985
19-21. Citizen’s Advisory Committee of the Wayne County Juvenile Court (CAC-WCJC); Correspondence, Rosters, Minutes, Reports and Clippings, 1986-1989
22. CAC-WCJC; Organization and Committee Assignments, 1984-1986
23. CAC-WCJC; Probate Court, Juvenile Division, Annual Report, 1986
27. Civic Host Committee; Retail Merchandising and Vendor Exhibit Subcommittee, 1979
31. Detroit Commission on the Year of Children and Youth, 1979
32. Detroit Convention Bureau, 1967
34. DESC; Client, Volunteer, Project and Contributions Lists, n.d., 1985-1990
35. DESC; Contribution Requests, 1986-1987
36. Detroit Friends of Yeshiva University, 1969, 1980
38. Detroit Institute of Arts; Corporate Campaigns, 1980, 1982
39. Detroit Public Library; “Keep the Doors Open” Campaign, Steering Committee, 1983
40. Detroit Public Schools; Board of Education, Citizens for Schools (Citizens Advisory Committee on School Needs), Executive Committee, 1958-1966
41. Detroit Public Schools; High School Study Commission, 1966, 1968
42. Detroit Round Table of Catholics, Jews and Protestants, 1962-1969
43. Detroit Symphony Orchestra; “Classical Roots” Campaign, Steering Committee, 1981-1982
44. Harry S. Truman Library Institute for National and International Affairs, 1976-1977
45. Hebrew Union College, 1965-1982
46. Histadrut; Pamphlets and Brochures
47. Histadrut; Tribute Dinners and Luncheon Meeting, 1975-1978, 1982-1984
48. Leadership Detroit; Speaker, 1980-1983
49. League of Women Voters; 50th Anniversary Sponsors Committee, 1969

Box 40

1. Mayor’s Emergency Relief Fund Committee, 1982-1984
2. Mayor’s Task Force on City Finances, 1976
3. Merrill-Palmer Institute; Board of Trustees, 1974-1980
4. Michigan Cancer Foundation; Board of Trustees, 1975-1976
5. Michigan Civil Rights Commission; Conference Advisory Committee, 1966
6. Michigan Committee to Support National Health Security; Coordinating Committee, 1974
8. Michigan Historical Center Foundation; Board of Trustees, 1992-1994
9. Michigan Host Committee for the Super Bowl; Retail Committee (Chairman), 1980-1982
10. Michigan Opera Theatre; Corporate Campaign, 1980
11. Michigan Voter Participation Program; Fundraising, 1984
13. Michigan Women’s Studies Association; Select Committee, Michigan Women’s Hall of Fame, 1984
17. National Jewish Hospital and Research Center/National Asthma Center (NJH); Tribute Dinners, 1981-1987
18. NJH; Mailing Lists and Correspondence, n.d., 1980-1991
20. National U.N. Day—25th Anniversary Committee (Vice Chairman); Annual Dinner, 9-14-70
22. Renaissance City Chamber Players; Fundraising, 1986
23. Retail Merchants Association, 1980, 1982
24. Sacred Heart Rehabilitation Center; Premier Night Committee, 1981
25. Supported Work Corporation, City of Detroit (Board of Directors, Honorary Co-Chairman), 1974-1977
26. Temple Beth El; Bulletins and Programs, Eleanor Roosevelt
   Photograph (photocopy) from 1954 Lecture
27. Temple Beth El; 1981 By-Laws, Suggested Amendments to By-Laws, and
    Rosters, 1980s
28. Temple Beth El; Correspondence, 1962-1995
   Temple Beth El; Speeches by SJW (SEE – Speeches, Series IX)
29. Temple Beth El; Yom Kippur Sermon, 1982
30. Torch Drive (Program Chairman), 1950s, 1960s
31. Trinity Lutheran Church Campaign Committee; Restoration and
    Renovation Fundraising, 1982-1983
33. UAHC; Commission on Social Action of Reform Judaism, n.d., 1956-
    1982
34. UAHC; Vatican Exhibition on Judaica, 1986, 1988
35. United Negro College Fund (Michigan Executive Committee);
    Fundraising, 1976-1985
36. U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Michigan, Historical Society
    (USDCHS); Board of Trustees, Meetings, Agendas and Minutes, 1992
37. USDCHS; Correspondence, Grant applications and Newsletter, 1991-
    1993
38. USDCHS; Incorporation, 1992
39. Urban Detroit Area Research Foundation, 1971
40. Wayne County Efficiency Task Force Advisory Committee, 1979-1980
41. WTVS Board of Trustees, 1986-1987
42. WTVS Youth Network, 1986-1987
This series contains information documenting Winkelman’s involvement in a number of projects and special events. These include presentations, conferences, dinners, meetings, special committees, exhibitions, benefits, and tributes, as well as some of his personal experiences. Of particular interest is his attendance at the Delos Nine Symposium on Human Settlements, where he participated in discussions with Buckminster Fuller, Margaret Mead, Jonah Salk, and others. Also of interest are materials relating to meetings between Black and Jewish Leaders and Marygrove Luncheon/Dialogue meetings which document Mr. Winkelman’s efforts to improve Black-Jewish relations. Files are arranged alphabetically by name of organization or event.

Box 40

43. American Association of University Woman, Birmingham, Presentation, 4-10-91
44. Apollo 7 Launch, 1968-1969
45. Art from the German Democratic Republic Exhibition, 1985-1991

Box 41

1. Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies, July 5-14, 1979
2. Birmingham Community House Senior Women’s Club; Presentation, 6-9-98
4. Chinese Dignitaries Dinner Host (with Margaret Winkelman), 1980
5. Concorde Flight, 1978
7. Detroit Public Schools-Future Retailers of Detroit Dinner; Speaker, 2-27-62
8. Family Service of Metropolitan Detroit; Presentation, 3-19-69
10. Governor’s Energy Awareness Advisory Committee; Business Energy Conference, Keynote Address, 9-13-82
11. Grid Iron Club Dinner, 3-22-75
12. “History of Detroit Retailing” (Video Documentary); Transcription of 1989 Interview, Correspondence and Participant List, n.d., 1992
13. Holocaust Film Project (Regine Resnick and Emma Shaver), 1983
15. Inner City Forum; WWJ Radio Interview, n.d.
17. **International Freedom Festival; Freedom Award Luncheon (Honorary Chairman), 1982**
18. **KDB (Keep Detroit Beautiful) Teens; Michigan Palace Premier Benefit, Executive Committee, 3-27-72**
19. **Marygrove Luncheon/Dialogue Meetings (Black-Jewish Relations), 1984**
20. **Michigan Conference on Business and the Media, Nov. 10-11, 1980**
21. **Michigan State Gaming Commission; Testimony, 3-3-95**
22. **NAACP; Freedom Fund Dinner Committee, 1973**
23. **National Association of Accountants, Macomb County Chapter; Retailing Lecture, 5-14-86**
24-25. **National Professions Foundation; Proposals, Correspondence and Reports, 1977-1983**
27. **Nixon, (Pres.) Richard; Detroit Visit and Dinner, 9-23-71**
28. **Optimist Club of Birmingham; Presentation, 6-15-83**
29. **Patterson, David, (Oxford Centre for Postgraduate Hebrew Studies); Visit and Lectures, 1988**
30. **St. Patrick’s Senior Citizen Center Dedication, 11-11-79**
31. **Strategic Air Command; Headquarters Visit, 1980**
32. **U.S. House Subcommittee on Science and Technology; Statement at Hearings on National Policy and Technology Foundation, April 28-30, 1987**
33. **Variety Charity Auctions, 1996, 1997**
34. **White House Briefing on Panama Canal, 1-24-78**
35. **World Energy Conference; Speaker, 1974, Correspondence and Report, 1971-1982**
36. **Miscellaneous Programs Attended, 1965-1990**
37. **Tributes and Presentations:**
   - Barich, Dewey F.; DIT Recognition Dinner Host Committee, 6-2-76
   - Berman, Mandell L.; Cyrus Adler Award Dinner Chair, 10-31-84
   - Dade, Canon and Mrs. Malcolm; St. Cyprian Testimonial Dinner, 1-14-74
   - Drachler, Norman; Civic Tribute Dinner Committee, 6-7-71
   - Fynn, P. J.; NRMA Silver Plaque Award Presentation, 1-11-66
   - Hough, Leslie; Leonard N. Simons History Award Presentation, 6-9-96
   - Lieberman, Morris; Testimonial Dinner Chair, 7-6-79
   - Mason, Philip; Leonard N. Simons History Award Presentation, 6-9-96
   - Milliken, William G.; American Friends of the Hebrew University Tribute Dinner Committee, 9-12-79
   - Pelham, Alfred M.; Civic Searchlight Distinguished Service Award Presentation, 5-16-79
   - Stroh, Peter; March of Dimes “Humanitarian of the Year” Award Committee, 2-24-81
Stanley J. Winkelman Collection

Series VII
Political Activities, 1969-1994
Box 41

The files in this series contain correspondence and other materials relating to Winkelman’s political interests, activities and concerns, and document his support for various candidates and issues through financial contributions, fundraising, and letter writing campaigns. General correspondence files are arranged chronologically, while all other files are alphabetical by name or subject.

Box 41

38-42. Correspondence, 1972-1994
43. Austin, Richard; Mayoral Campaigns, 1969, 1976
45. Collins, Barbara Rose; Fundraising, 1990
46. Eckstein, Peter; Michigan State Senate Campaign Fundraiser, 1982
47. Gilmore, Horace W.; Wayne County Circuit Court Re-election Campaign, 1976
48. Glenn, John; Host Committee, Presidential Campaign Fundraiser, 1983
49. Levin, Sander; Congressional Campaigns, 1970, 1974-1975, 1983
50. McNamara, Ed; Wayne County Executive Campaigns, 1982-1990
54. Riegle, Donald; U.S. Senate Campaign Fundraiser, 1982
This series contains information relating to Winkelman’s affiliations with colleges and universities in both California and Michigan where he studied and worked in his early years, and where he later lectured, served on various boards and committees, raised funds, and contributed time, money and energy. Of special interest are files documenting efforts by both Stanley and Margaret Winkelman on behalf of the University of Michigan Friends of the Library, as well as records regarding the Isadore and Leon Winkelman Memorial Professorship in Retail Marketing established by Stanley Winkelman at the University of Michigan School of Business, and the Leon and Josephine Winkelman Memorial Lecture Series in Gerontology established at the University of Michigan School of Social Work in memory of Mr. Winkelman’s parents. Arrangement is alphabetical by university name and sub-heading.

Box 42

1. California Institute of Technology; Linus Pauling—Correspondence, Clipping and List of Nobel Prize Winners, 1954, 1965
2. California Institute of Technology; Don Yost—Correspondence, Articles, Clippings and Pamphlets, 1954-1977, 1997-1998
3. Marygrove College; Business Advisory Council, 1985-1986
4. Marygrove College; Student Lecture, “The 60s and 70s in relation to social development in Detroit and the country,” 6-2-86
5. Marygrove College; Theatre Opening (Honorary Chairman), 1972
6. Oakland University; Class Lecture on Retailing, 6-10-86
7. University of California-Berkeley; Correspondence, Faculty Information and Clippings, 1955, 1961, 1974, 1984
8. University of Detroit (UofD); Correspondence and Programs, 1965-1977, 1983
9. UofD; International Management Institute, Speaker, 2-5-76
10. University of Michigan (UofM); Activities of Stanley and Margaret Winkelman, 1970-1998
11. UofM; Campaign for Michigan, National Committee, 1983-1986
12. UofM; Class of 1943, Reproduction of 1939 Freshman Handbook
14. UofM; Correspondence, General, 1965-1995
15. UofM; Correspondence, Presidents, 1970-1997
16. UofM; Diploma, Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, 2-12-43
17. UofM; East-Asian Studies Center Activities, 1977-1994
18. UofM; East Asian Studies Center Capital Fund, 1971-1979
20. UofM; Friends of the Library, Collections, Grant Programs, Newsletters, Notes and Publicity, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s
21. UofM, Friends of the Library, Correspondence, Board of Directors Meetings, Notes and By-Laws, 1985-1994
22. UofM; Friends of the Library, Mirjam Foot Visit, 1993-1994
23. UofM; Friends of the Library, Relationship with Stanley and Margaret Winkelman, 1995
26. UofM; IW&LW Professorship, Claude R. Martin, Jr., Reception, 4-23-81
27-28. UofM; IW&LW Professorship, Correspondence, Meetings, Brochures, Notes, 1979-1991
29. UofM; IW&LW Professorship, Fundraising Correspondence, 1980-1983

Box 43

1-2. UofM; IW&LW Professorship; Fundraising Correspondence, 1980-1983
3. UofM; JWF, Judaic Studies Program, Funding Proposals, 1983-1984
4. UofM; JWF, University Affairs Committee (Co-Chair with Roger Winkelman), 1985-1989
5. UofM; Kelsey Museum, Renovation and Addition Project, 1987
10. UofM; Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Fund Committee, 1969
11. UofM; President’s Club, n.d., 1971-1992
12. UofM; School of Business, Dean’s Seminar Presentation, “The Historical Development and Current Challenges of Retailing,” 11-2-87
13. UofM; School of Business, Dean’s Seminar Presentation, “History and Evolution of Retailing,” 12-11-85
14. UofM; School of Business, Dean’s Seminar Presentation, Background Material
15. UofM; Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity, Correspondence and Logo, 1984
16. UofM; Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity, Reunion and Football Weekend, 1987
17. UofM; Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity, 35th Reunion, 1978
21. Wayne State University (WSU); Black Studies Advisory Committee, 1972-1977 WSU; Builder of Detroit Award, 4-16-75 (SEE – Honors and Awards, Series XII)
22. WSU; Center for Judaic Studies Advisory Board, 1988-1989
23. WSU; Correspondence, Programs and Clippings, 1960-1997
   WSU; Honorary Degree, 1993 (SEE – Honors and Awards, Series XII)
24. WSU; Scholarship Endowment Fund, Steering Committee, 1979
25. WSU; Self-Study Task Force, 1975
27. WSU Fund; Executive Committee/Board of Directors, 1974-1981
This series contains a selection of speeches delivered by Winkelman at various events and venues. They are arranged alphabetically by name of sponsoring organization. Additional speeches are located in numerous files throughout the collection. Of special interest are comments made by Winkelman at the 50th reunion banquet of the University of Michigan Class of 1943 entitled “Reminiscences and Capsule History,” which provide a detailed description of life and world events during his college years.

Box 43

29. B’nai B’rith Award Acceptance Speech, 11-15-82
30. Butzel Award Acceptance Speech, 11-5-79
31. Center Companies Marketing Conference; Keynote Address, 6-24-82
32. Chain Store Age Expertise “Spec” Conference (Phoenix), 3-10-80
33. Detroit Renaissance Meetings, 8-2-79, 3-28-84
34. Economic Club, The Outlook for Retail Sales for 1976, 12-1-75
35. Economic Club; Introduction of Eliot Janeway, 9-21-81

Box 44

1. Economic Club; Introduction of Carl Levin, 11-23-79
2. Governor’s Energy Awareness Advisory Committee; Business-Energy Conference, Keynote Address, 9-13-82
3. International Freedom Festival Award Luncheon, 6-28-82
4. Jewish Labor Committee; Labor Human Rights Award Dinner, 5-9-83
5. Jewish National Fund, Tree of Life Award; Stanley and Margaret Winkelman Acceptance Speeches, 6-22-83
7. MAC; Annual Meetings, 1983-1984
8. MAC; Joint/Consolidated/Contracted Services Conference, 3-16-82
9. MAC; Luncheon for Lou Zimmers, 8-10-83
10. MAC; “Preliminary ideas and introduction to the President’s Commission for a National Agenda for the 80s” Conference, 6-22-81
12. MAC; Response to Mathewson Remarks, 12-10-79
13. MAC; Final Speech as President, 12-5-85
14. National Jewish Hospital Dinner, 4-18-85
15. NRMA; Annual Meeting/Luncheon, Comments, 1-12-81
16. NRMA; Consumer Affairs Committee Report, 6-11-79
17. NRMA; Consumer Affairs Panel, 1-11-82
18. NRMA; Symposium on Productivity and General Merchandise Retailing, “The Chief Executive Officer’s Responsibility for Organizational Effectiveness and Productivity,” 2-20-80
19. New Detroit; Annual Meeting (First Speech as Chairman), 2-4-71
20. New Detroit; City-Suburban High School Conference, 4-8-86
21. Optimists Club of Birmingham, 6-15-83
22. P.I.M.E. Missionaries; Knights of Charity Award, Comments, 2-24-84
23. Retail Merchants Association; Annual Meeting, “Retailing in the 80’s,” 5-13-80
24. Temple Beth-El; Annual Meeting, Comments, 6-30-87
25. Temple Beth El; Presentation Support Material, 5-9-76 (Presentation Missing)
26. UofM; Class of 1943, 50th Reunion, “Reminiscences and Capsule History”
27. UM-D; Legislators Dinner Meeting, 2-10-83
28. Urban Coalition of Greater Flint Meeting, 4-21-83
29. WSI; 50th Anniversary, Opening Comments at Luncheon for Manufacturers, 9-13-78
30. WSI; Annual Shareholders Meetings, 1980-1984
31. WSI; Assistant Buyers Training Seminar, 5-18-83
32. WSI; Board of Directors Meetings, 8-20-81, 3-17-82
33. WSI; Chicago Press Conference, 4-30-81
34. WSI; Division Managers/Officers Meetings, 1982
35. WSI; Main Office Buyers and Department Heads Meetings, 1981, 1983
36. WSI; New Corporate Directions Meeting, 2-23-84
37. WSI; Objectives Meetings (Annual and Semi-annual), 1979, 1981-1983
38. WSI; SJW, 35th Anniversary Reception, 5-14-81
39. WSI; Store Managers Meetings, 1979, 1981-1983
Series X  
Writing, 1958-1997  
Box 44

This series contains materials relating to Winkelman’s book and copies of his published articles and manuscript drafts. The series is divided into three subseries.


The materials in this subseries relate to Winkelman’s book, which he completed in August of 1999, one month before he died.

Box 44

40.  Book Reviews, 2001
41.  Subjects Outline, 4-22-97

Subseries B: Published Articles, 1958-1997, Box 44

This subseries contains a number of published articles written by Winkelman on various topics, including fashion, retailing, business, funding of the arts, and New Detroit, Inc. His article “Why big-name stores are losing out,” grew out of a seminar he conducted at the University of Michigan Business School and was published by Fortune Magazine in 1989. Though heavily edited, the article drew rave reviews from a number of business professionals and those responses are included. (SEE ALSO – Photojournalism, Series III, Subseries C.)

Box 44

42.  Published Articles:

“The Effect of European Fashion Leadership,” *Accent on Home Economics*, Home Economics Department, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI, Fall 1958

“Know your directors,” *The Detroiter*, Greater Detroit Board of Commerce, 1965


“Factualy and Conceptually: Commission’s Wrong on the Heartland,” *Detroit News*, 8-14-81

“New Detroit opens door to coalition of all races,” *Detroit News*, 5-20-87

“Why big-name stores are losing out,” *Fortune Magazine*, 1-16-89 (with responses)

“Department store blues: Discounters deliver brand names for less [Commentary],” *Birmingham Eccentric*, 9-15-95
“More business support needed to strengthen endangered arts [Editorial],” *Birmingham Eccentric*, 8-14-97

**Subseries C: Unpublished Manuscripts, 1988-1997**, Box 44

This subseries consists of manuscript drafts, broken down by topic and arranged in alphabetical order.

**Box 44**

43. Arts:
   “European Museums: Vitality at high level despite recession,” n.d.
   “The Saga of the Exhibition of Contemporary Painting from the DDR (East Germany),” 5-23-89
44. Books and Bibliophiles:
   “Bibliophiles Meet in Paris,” 11-1-91
   “The new grand Bibliotheque de France,” 10-30-97
   “Winkelmans Meet with Mayor of Soncino [Italy],” 10-14-88
45. Politics:
   “From Jackson’s Press Room: The campaign of hope,” 6-7-88
   “Jesse Jackson Victory Celebration,” 6-7-88
46. Retailing:
   “The crisis in retailing,” 8-22-88
   “Retail stores in trouble,” 10-30-95
Series XI
Subject Files
Box 44

This series contains correspondence, papers, reports, newspaper clippings, and articles collected by Winkelman on a variety of topics relating to his professional and civic work, as well as many of his personal interests. Files are arranged alphabetically by subject.

Box 44

47. Anti-Semitism
48. Arabic-Jewish Community Relations
49. Black-Jewish Relations
50. Christian-Jewish Relations
51. Crisis in Retailing
52. Cultural Institutions
53. Detroit; Community relations
54. Detroit; Rebirth
55. Detroit; Reputation
56. Education
57. Energy Research
58. Evolution of Modern Physics
59. Fashion
60. Group Dynamics (Outline of course, Prof. Kurt Lewin, 1951)
61. Israel
62. Jewish Principles
63. LaCroix, Christian
64. Lebanon, 1982
65. Michigan Economic Studies
66. Multiculturalism
68. Quality Improvement in Manufacturing
69. Scientific Management
Series XII
Honors and Awards, 1968-1997
Box 45

This series contains correspondence, newspaper clippings, notes, programs, proclamations and other materials related to some of the many honors and awards bestowed upon Winkelman, such as the prestigious B’nai B’rith Great American Traditions award, the Jewish Welfare Federation’s Fred M. Butzel award, which is the highest leadership honor of the Jewish Community, and the Doctor of Humane Letters Honorary Degree from Wayne State University. Many of the files contain congratulatory letters and refer to contributions made in Winkelman’s honor. The Jewish National Fund Tree of Life award and the Mercy College “Mercy Medallion,” were presented to both Stanley and Margaret (Peggy) Winkelman for their outstanding dedication to community service. Awards are arranged alphabetically by name of sponsoring organization.

Box 45

1. American-Israel Chamber of Commerce and Industry; Leon & Josephine Winkelman Foundation Recognition Award, 1979
2. American Jewish Congress, Detroit Women’s Division; Amity Award, 1968
3. Birthday Card to “the chain store exec...who keeps pulling Detroiter to gether year after year,” Signed by (Mayor) Coleman A. Young, n.d.
5. B’nai B’rith Foundation; Great American Traditions Award and Recognition Dinner, 1982
7. City of Detroit, Office of the Mayor; Proclamation—Winkelman Stores’ 50th Anniversary, 9-11-78
8. Detroit Bar Association; Liberty Bell Award, 1968
9. Detroit City Council; Testimonial Resolution—Winkelman Stores’ 50th Anniversary, 9-11-78
10. Detroit City Council; Testimonial Resolution—SJW’s 75th Birthday, 9-22-97
11. Episcopal Church of St. Cyprian; Citation of Appreciation, 9-19-65
12. Human Rights Day Recognition Dinner; Citation for Learning, 12-10-68
13. Israel Histadrut Campaign Award; Congratulatory Letters/Scholarship Fund Contributions, 1975-1976
14. Israel Histadrut Campaign Award and Tribute Dinner, 9-28-75
15. Jewish Community Council of Metropolitan Detroit; Past President Award for Exemplary Leadership from 1960 to 1963
16. Jewish National Fund; Tree of Life Award (Stanley and Peggy Winkelman), 1983
17. Jewish National Fund; Tree of Life Award, Congratulatory Letters/Memorial Fund Contributions, 1983
18. Jewish National Fund; Tree of Life Award—“Stanley and Peggy Winkelman Family Forest,” Information and Brochures, 1983
19. Jewish Welfare Federation; Fred M. Butzel Memorial Award, 1979
20. Mercy College; Mercy Medallion Award (Stanley and Peggy Winkelman), 1986
22. NRMA; Appreciation Scroll for Service on Board of Directors, 1-16-85
23. NRMA; Silver Plaque Award, 1-11-82
24. P.I.M.E. Missionaries; Knights of Charity Award, 2-25-84
26. Romney, (Gov.) George, Portrait and Thank You Note for Contributions to City of Detroit (Photocopies), n.d.
27. St. Patrick’s Parish Community and Senior Citizen’s Center; Acclamation Bestowing “Honorary Irishman” Title, 3-17-80
28. SEMCOG; Regional Ambassador Award, 6-24-82
29. Standard & Poor’s Register of Corporations, Directors and Executives, 1977, 1982
30. State of Michigan; Governors’ Appointments—State Art Committees, 9-18-69, 3-28-86
31. State of Michigan; House Concurrent Resolution No. 954 in Honor of SJW Retirement, Adopted 6-5-84
32. State of Michigan, Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 849 in Honor of B’nai B’rith Great American Traditions Award, Adopted 9-14-82
33. State of Michigan (House of Representatives); Special 75th Birthday Tribute, 9-23-97
34. State of Michigan (Senate); Special 75th Birthday Tribute, 10-2-97
35. UofD Center for Human Relations; Human Relations Award, 7-19-68
36. UofM School of Social Work; Community Leadership Award, 9-21-84
37. Wayne County, Michigan; Resolution—SJW 75th Birthday.
38. Wayne County Juvenile Court; Plaque to Founding Co-Chairperson of Citizens Advisory Committee (1985-1988).
39. WSU; Builder of Detroit Award, Recognition Dinner, 4-16-75
40. WSU; Doctor of Humane Letters “Honorary Degree,” 1993
41. WSU; “Honorary Degree,” Congratulatory Letters, 1992-1993
42. Who’s Who in America, 1977-1985
43. Who’s Who in American Jewry, 1979
44. Who’s Who in Finance and Industry, 1982
Series XIII
Personal and Biographical, 1922-1999
Boxes 45-47

The files in this series contain papers documenting the personal life of Stanley J. Winkelman, as well as materials relating to his wife and family. The series is divided into two subseries.

Subseries A: Personal Papers, 1922-1999, Boxes 45-46 and 49
The papers in this subseries include a birth certificate, school, fraternity and military records, early employment information and expense records, correspondence from a young Stanley Winkelman from 1934 to 1945 and personal correspondence from 1946 to 1994, greeting cards, information relating to birthday celebrations, residences and club memberships, resumes, publicity and feature articles, poetry, and other miscellaneous items. Also included are obituaries and a transcription of the funeral eulogy following Winkelman’s death in 1999, as well as information on the Stanley and Margaret Winkelman Fund for Social Justice. Of special interest is a letter to his children and their spouses dictated by Winkelman on December 7, 1981 which describes world events leading up to the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941, details his life through World War II, and provides his personal perspective on that period in history and on current (1981) world events. Early records in this subseries (up to 1945) are arranged chronologically. Later records are arranged alphabetically, with the exception of papers relating to Winkelman’s death, which are placed at the end of this subseries. Two items (46:37 and Box 49) were added to this series at a later date, accounting for the non-consectutive numbering.

Box 45

50. Birth Certificate and Congratulatory Telegram, 1922
51. Report Cards, Certificates and National Honor Society Membership Card, 1928-1939
52. Correspondence from SJW, 1934-1945
53. College (University of Michigan); Grades and Physical Examination Report, 1939-1942
54. Fraternity (Zeta Beta Tau); Initiation Program, 1940 and Newsletter, 1942
55. Expense, Tax and Insurance Records, 1943-1945
56. University of Southern California; Conference Agenda and Correspondence, 1943-1944
57. U.S. Navy; Correspondence, Application, Receipts, Clippings, Request for Release from Active Duty, Photos (Photocopies) and Identification Cards, 1944-1945
59. Baby Birth Announcement of Daughter Andra (Telegram) and Gift List, 1945
60. Birthday Greetings (40th), 1962
61. Birthday Celebration/Greetings (50th), 1972
62. Birthday Celebration/Greetings (60th), 1982
63. Birthday Greetings (61st), 1983 and (65th), 1987
64. Birthday Celebration (70th), 1992

Box 46

1. Business Cards and Relocation Announcement
3. Confirmation (Temple Beth El); 60th Anniversary Class Reunion, 1996
4. Contributions (Personal), 1965-1995
5. Correspondence (Personal), n.d., 1946-1996
6. Greeting and Holiday Cards
7. Greeting Cards and Notes from MWW
11. Homes; Wabeek Pines Condominium Purchase, 1973-1984
12. Invitations
13. Memberships;
   Circumnavigators Club, 1963-1978
   Detroit Club, 1978-1983
   Detroit Plaza Dinner Club, 1980
   Franklin Hills Country Club, 1983-1984
   Interlochen Center for the Arts Presidents Club, 1994-1995
   NAACP (Lifetime Membership)
   University of Michigan Presidents Club, 1975-1983 (SEE – University Affiliations and Activities, Series VIII)
14. Memorial Services and Obituaries of Friends and Colleagues
15. Passports and Visa Information, 1975-1986
16. Poems:
   "Ode to Fuzzy Billy: Successor to Fuzzy Wuzzy," 12-5-80
17. "Positions not accepted" List
18. Red Squad File Information, 1982
19. Souvenirs:
   1940 World’s Fair Ticket Book
   “Admiral of the Flagship Fleet” Identification Card, 5-12-49
   “Walk to Freedom” with Martin Luther King, Jr., Dignitary Pass, 6-23-63
   United States Senate Chamber Admission, 4-14-66
Jesse Jackson ‘88 Press Credentials
20. Surgery; Correspondence and Get Well Wishes, 1995
21. Funeral Eulogy Transcription, 7-22-99
22. Obituaries, Clippings and Memorials, 1999
23. Stanley and Margaret Winkelman Fund for Social Justice
37. Stanley Winkelman Funeral Book, August 22, 1999

Box 49
Stanley J. Winkelman Memorial Scrapbook 1922-1999, 1999

Subseries B: Family Papers, 1892-1997, Boxes 46-47
The files in this subseries contain materials relating to Winkelman’s wife Margaret (Peggy) Winkelman, his children, grandchildren, parents, grandparents, and extended family members, and are arranged in that order, then listed alphabetically by name within these categories. Included in these records are photo biographies containing photographs (photocopies) taken and compiled by Winkelman for Margaret Winkelman’s 70th birthday, as well as photo biographies for each of their three children. Also included is information on the history of the Winkelman family, consisting primarily of correspondence and newspaper clippings.

Box 46
25. MWW; Birthday Celebrations, 1-15-80, 1-15-82
26. MWW; Biography, Stocks and Investments Lists, 1972, 1983-1984
27. MWW; Clippings, n.d., 1960-1998
28. MWW; Cohn Engagement Party, 12-10-81
29. MWW; Correspondence, n.d., 1976-1986
30. MWW; Detroit Institute of Arts, Friends of Modern Art Board of Directors, 1974 Founders Society Board of Trustees, 1975 Museum Shops Advisory Committee, 1981
31. MWW; Memberships, Grolier Club of City of New York, Bibliophile Association Internationale NAACP
32. MWW; Opera Opening Party, 4-28-75
33. MWW; P.I.M.E. Knights of Charity Award, 11-15-80
34. MWW; Poems
35. MWW; Rosenblum Brunch, 4-17-83
36. MWW; Wayne State University, Hilberry Theatre, Understudies Committee, 1967-1973
37. MWW; Photo Biography (Photos taken and compiled by SJW), 1-15-93
Box 47

1. Epstein, Marjory (Don);
   Correspondence and Poem, 1966-1997
   Engagement Announcements, 1969
2. Epstein, Marjory; Photo Biography (Photos taken and compiled by SJW), 6-12-95
3. Sobel, Andra Barr (Bruce);
   Correspondence and Poem, 1966, 1995
   Engagement Announcements, 1967
4. Sobel, Andra Barr; Photo Biography (Photos taken and compiled by SJW), 4-1-95
5. Winkelman, Roger (Linda); Correspondence, Clippings and Resume, n.d., 1980-1997
6. Winkelman, Roger; Photo Biography (Photos taken and compiled by SJW), 9-30-95
7. Grandchildren;
   Barr, Alan; Clipping and Correspondence, n.d., 1970, 1983-1984
   Barr, Pamela; Correspondence and Clipping, n.d., 1987, 1989
   Barr, Tracey; Correspondence and Poem, 1986-1987
   Epstein, Lillian; Correspondence, 1986-1987
   Epstein, Lena Rose; Confirmation Program (Temple Beth-El), 5-26-96
8. Grandchildren: Barr, Pamela and Tracey, Bat Mitzva Planning, 1987
9. Winkelman, Josephine R. (Mother); Power of Attorney, 6-25-51
11. Winkelman, Josephine R.; Revocable Trust, Designation of Trustees (Unsigned), 1-73
12. Winkelman, Josephine R.; Death Certificate, 5-19-75
17. Winkelman, Leon G. (Father); Navy Discharge, 1919 and Caricature, n.d.
18. Winkelman, Leon G.; Financial Records (Business), 1925-1926
21. Winkelman, Leon G.; Obituaries, 1958
23. Winkelman, Leon G.; National Association of Women’s and Children’s Apparel Salesmen, “Retailer of the Year” Award (Accepted Posthumously by SJW), 1958
24. Winkelman, Leon G.; Memorial, Temple Beth-El—Gift of Organ, Newsletter, 1961
25. Winkelman, Leon and Josephine; Correspondence, 1918, 1945, 1958
26. Winkelman, Leon and Josephine; Wedding, Anniversary and University Clippings 1920, 1945, 1965
27. Winkelman, Leon and Josephine; Financial Information, 1928, 1958
28. Winkelman, Leon and Josephine; Travels, 1950s
29. Winkelman, Mose (Grandfather); Obituaries, Clipping, 1940, 1986
30. Winkelman, Mose and Hattie (Grandmother); Wyoming Property, 1925-1926, 1937, 1968
31. Lewis, Anita (Aunt); Correspondence, 1968-1976 and Funeral Service Eulogy, 1979
32. Proctor, Margo (Niece); Memos, 1978
33. Rosenblum, Henry (Grandfather); Correspondence and Contract with Leon Winkelman, 1930, Poem and Obituaries, n.d.
34. Wallace, Sidney and Eva (Margaret’s Parents); Correspondence, 1970-1975, 1984
35. Wallace, Eva (Mrs. Sidney); Correspondence, 1986-1987
36. Winkelman, Eric (Nephew); Correspondence, Notes and Management Bulletin, 1971-1972
37. Winkelman, Fred (Brother); Birth Certificate, 5-14-29, Telegram and Note, n.d.
38. Winkelman, Henry (Brother); Graduation Program and Correspondence, 1951, 1982-1986
39. Winkelman, Isadore (Uncle), Relationship with SJW, Notes and Memo, 1958-1972
42. Winkelman, Isadore and Leon; Ledore Corporation, Financial Records, Stock Certificate, 1940s, 1950s
43. Winkelman, John Harley (Brother); Birth Certificate, 5-14-29, and Clippings, 1955, 1971
44. Winkelman, Julia Rosenblum; Correspondence, 1976
45. Winkelman Family Members; Correspondence, 1968-1988
46. Winkelman Family History; Correspondence and Clippings, 1892, 1901, 1965-1992
This series contains materials relating to financial planning by Winkelman and the Winkelman family, including information regarding investments, family trusts and foundations. The bulk of these materials consist of records of the Leon and Josephine Winkelman Foundation and the Stanley and Margaret Winkelman/Marstan Foundation. Financial planning files are followed by foundation records and both groups are arranged alphabetically.  (SEE ALSO – Winkelman Brothers Apparel Foundation, Series II)

**Box 47**

47. SJW Financial Planning; Correspondence, 1960, 1971-1989  
52. Winkelman Family Financial Planning; Termination Agreement of Trust Indenture (Dated 1-15-51, As Amended), 12-26-59  
53. Leon and Josephine Winkelman (L&JW) Foundation; Annual Reports, 1977, 1983 and Form 990, 1977  
54-55. L&JW Foundation; Budgets, 1959-1977  
56. L&JW Foundation; Budgets, 1980

**Box 48**

1. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, Allied Jewish Campaign, 1969-1976  
2. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, B’nai B’rith Hillel Foundation, 1966-1970  
4. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, Cranbrook School Memorial Scholarship Fund, 1963-1971  
5. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, Detroit Institute of Arts, 1960-1972, 1977  
10. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, Lake Superior State College, Walker Cisler College Center, 1970-1972  
11. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, Merrill-Palmer Institute, Operations & Development Fund, 1966-1970
12. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, Sinai Hospital Challenge Fund, 1966-1973
15. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, University of Michigan, Martin L. King Foundation, 1969-1972
16. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, University of Michigan, Memorial Lecture Fund, 1975-1977
17. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, Wayne State University, Leon Winkelman Memorial Fellowship, 1960-1984
18. L&JW Foundation; Contributions, Yeshiva University, 1974
19. L&JW Foundation; Contributions (Past), 1975-1976
20. L&JW Foundation; Correspondence, Financial, 1967-1983
21. L&JW Foundation; Correspondence, General, 1951-1978, 1990
25. L&JW Foundation; Quarterly Reports, 1960-1969
27. L&JW Foundation; Stein Roe & Farnum Balanced Fund, 1961-1979
32. Stanley and Margaret Winkelman (S&MW) Foundation/Marstan Foundation; Articles of Incorporation, By-Laws and Minutes, 1961-1977
33. S&MW Foundation; Budgets, 1964-1977
34. S&MW Foundation; Budgets, 1979, 1988-1989
35. S&MW Foundation; Contributions, 1976-1977
36. S&MW Foundation; Contributions, 1980
37. S&MW Foundation; Contributions, Allied Jewish Campaign, 1971-1977
38. S&MW Foundation; Contributions, UofM President’s Club, 1971-1974
41. S&MW Foundation; Memberships, 1972-1973
43. S&MW Foundation; Resolutions, 1971
45. S&MW Foundation; Taxes, 1964 thru 1971
46. S&MW Foundation; Taxes, 1972 thru 1976
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